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Bill of Rights Journal Sponsors Supretne Court Preview
By M elissa Augusti
The Institute of Bi ll of Rights Law,
directed by Professor Paul Marcus, sponsored the 1996-97 Supreme Court Preview
Conference th is past vieekend at MarshallWythe. The conference began its activities Friday night w ith a moot court argument
based on the case, p inIon v. Jones.
A panel of prominent journalists and
law professionals represented the Supreme
Court and helped to draw a large audience, as observers packed Courtroom 21
and an overflow crowd watched via 'v ideo
in a nearby classroom . William & Mary ' s
own Professor Rodney Srnol\a represented
Clinton , arguing for the delay of all judicial proceedings concerning Paula Jones '
sexual harassment charge until Clinton is
no longer President of the United States.

Mich ael Gerhardt, a former W 8:. M Law
professor who now serves as Dean at Case
Western Reserve Uni versity Schoo l of
Law. took up Paula Jones' side of the
debate, arguing to forge ah ead w ith judicial proceed ings .
Mr. Smo ll a, as the first up, exuded
confjdeQce from head to toe. He delivered well-prepared arguments w ith a finn
vo ice. never fal terin g under the quick
re butt a l o f a kn ow ledgea ble pa ne l.
Smolla 's main argu ments co ns isted of the
importance of not diverting th e President ' s
attention from hi s duties, the fa ct that
Clinton is not seeking immunity but
merely a delay, the idea that the President
is unique, and pointing out the extraordinary spectacle which would result from
putting the President of the United States

Law ~.. Students

Parking

By Sutton Snook
During the week of October
Judge Abner M ikva visited
Marshall - Wythe as the Carter
Lo\\"ance Fellow. During the
week. Judge Mikva visited w ith
students. attended classes. and
recei"ed a medal from the la\v
school.
!Vlikva hol ds the unique position of having sened in all three
branches of
government. He served in the
state legislature for five terms .

Smol la d id not hesitate to distingu ish these
previo us deposi tions as dealing w ith criminal suits rather than civil, and that civ il
suits do not represe'nt the same .compelling need to proceed .
Riding the tail of Sm olla's civil suit
distinction, "Justice" Margaret Spencer,
who serves in the General District Court
for Richmond , commented on the danger
of putting the President above the law,
ask ing ifthere was anyt hing Smolla imagined a president could do th at wou ld demand urgent civil proceedings. tn response,
Smolla rem inded the pane l that they were
not dealing w ith a question of ifthe President would partic ipate injudicial proceedings concerning Jones ' civil suit, but when
he wou ld do so . Furth ermore, Professor
See SUPREME on 15

Face

Probletns

St aff Newswire
Students who are annoyed with the
daily overcrowding of the law school
parki ng lots w ill be happy to know that
Auxiliary Services ' Parking Offi ce is currently looking into the prob lem. Unfortu nately. se lective inves t igation and
administrative bureaucracy appearto have
impeded any definitive resolut ion of the
situ ation .
Over 70 students have received parking vio lations at the law school since the
beginni ng of the semester. accord ing to
Thelma Morgan. manager of Parking Ser"ices. Several students say that the) complained after receiving tickets for parking.
in ·'Res ident" · spaces or along the islands
in the commuter lot when it was filled to

Judge

on trial.
The panel countered Smolla at each
tum of his argument. "Justice" Aaron
Eps te in. na t ional correspo nde nt for
Kni ght-Ridder newspapers. observed that
the President golfs, campaigns, and partic ipates in various social fun ctions and
still seemingly manages his pres idential
duties. Sm olla responded that indeed all
of these activities are related to the function ofthe Presidency - even if Clinton is
just relaxing, it is positive and something
good for our president to do. "Justice"
Linda Greenhouse, aj ournalist for the NY
Times,joined the attack on Smolla' s argument concerning the President' s time constraints, pointing out that Clinton has
already given numerous deposit ions and
attended hearings without a problem.

capacity. Although the Parking Policy
Handbook states that " no spaces available" is not an acceptable basis fo r appealin g a ti cket, thi s r ig id s tand ard
overlooks the fa ct that our parking fa cilities are iso lated from th e res t ofthe campus. thereby precluding us from parking
in other. perhaps less crowded. student
lots.
A parking situation in which students
ri sk recieving tickets every time they park
in a non -designated spot ultimately will
result in students wa iting fo r spots to
open and entering classes late or simply
skipp ing the class altogether. One third
year student compla ined. "r have pa id a
heft) chunk of money for a permit to park
See PARKING on 5

Mikva
House of Representatives for five
terms. became a judge for .the
DC Court of Appea ls for fifteen
years. and worked
as White House Counsel to President Clinton . He ·also acted as
the Chief Ju stice in the movie
Dare. \\ here he swore in the new
President. Mikva noted that he
\\ ou Id never go back to any of
the branches . yet he would not
have missed the opportunity to
serve in any of them.
Judge Miha remains opti-

Pa rkin g Se rvices ma intains t ha t M-W has no parking proble m.

V isits
mistic regarding how government works. although he did argue that there must be better
communication bet\veen the
courts and Congress. He stated
that when interpreting legislation, courts curren tl y do not understand
completely
congress ional modi operandi and
can m isinterpret congressional
intent. Conversely, Congress
often fails to explain legi slation
fully, leaving gaps for the courts
to fill in .

Marshall-- Wyth e
\Vhile at the White House,
Mikva was the oldest employee
at 68 years old. He
stated that the pace was incredible, often arriving at 6:30 a.m . .
and leaving at 9:00 p.m .. he being the first to leave . He .sa id the
President is a \\orkaholic, often
hold ing scheduling meetings at
1130 p.m.
Mikva stated that justice is
" one of those \~arm, fuzzy
tenns ." Defining it as a \vay
of expressing our value system .

rvlikva stated it was aspirational.
rather than bright line.
He stated that the defini tion of
justice changes over time and.
See MIKVA on 1-
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From the Editor's Desk
I went to Florida for fall break, where
I meta friend who is livingwith AIDS. He
contracted the disease while living in West
Hollywood. He regrets one night every
day of his life. He commented to me that
being gay shouldn't be a death sentence.
He's more than right. This should be a
truism . Unfortunately, it's not.
Eddie takes 18 pills a day just to pe
able to get up the next day. He gets sick
weekly. He gets tired after walking down
the street. He has lost over thirty pounds.
His skin is dry . He spends over $12,000
a year just for his medications - all
because he must take so many pills that
his blood is chemical soup.
I knew people that have died of AIDS
before. A distant relative. A woman
down the street. A friend of a friend. All
statistics. It has never been a friend. Until
now. Now I have a friend who has been
sentenced to death for one night, one
mistake. It wasn't a crime - he just
wasn't careful. We have all made poor
choices, but Eddie is paying for his with
his life.
Edde is terrified that someone at work
will discover the truth. He is afraid that
his employer will remove him from his
position in public relations, despite the
fact that AIDS discrimination is prohibited by law. I told him he is protected by
o

•

•

•

law, but he responded that no law can every lawyer also needs to pay his bills us have become so disillusioned with the
protect him completely from discrimina- and feed his children. As we all know, program that it's a struggle to take the
tion. So I thought, what would I do if many decisions about representation are assignments seriously, let alone invest
Eddie walked into my office? How would made (regardless of the firm size) accord- any time into a serious consideration of
I treat him? Wou Id it be different ifhe had ing to the amount of revenue a particular these underlying issues.
Perhaps the Legal Skills administracancer? Does it matter how he got AIDS? client may represent.
It shouldn't, but I know that with many
From the standpoint of the profession, tors should force us to explore ethical
people, it does.
I should be able to represent any client, no dilemmas such as these by drafting more
As lawyers, we will be confronted matter how morally repugnant they are to controversial cases or, at the very least,
with quesions like these every day. me personally, if they have a genuine incorporating ethical ailemmas into the
Whether we are sole practitioners or gen- need for legal help. My personal stan- program and then allow students to exeral counsel for IBM, we will eventually dards of ethics and morality, however, plore the resolution of such problems.
be forced to ask ourselves whether we mitigate so strongly against defending The time to solidify our understanding of
could represent Eddie, or Eddie's em- any decision advancing discrimination what we can and cannot do in our practice
such as this, that I doubt I could repr&sent of law - whether under the professional
ployer, in a discrimination suit.
Our profession's canon of ethics de- that defendant zealously.
code or our own morals - is during law
mands that we represent each of our cliHowever simple my decision not to school, not after the real world forces us
ents zealously - regardless of whether represent this corporation may _seem, I into situations we find morally reprehenwe agree with them, their politics, their wonder if I would have, or could have, sible.
sexuality, Or their tastes in red wine. reached it before my friend contracted
A job in any prominent fIrm may seem
However noble these words may appear AIDS. Eddie has forced me to think about attractive now, but will it be as inviting
in print, as anyone who has seen Philadel- my chosen profession and the myriad of when you get a call to represent the corpophia knows, the translation of ideals into difficult scenarios which will permeate ration which fired Eddie?
practice may not go so smoothly.
my career.
Eddie has been alone for two years
Would I have a problem if my client
Unfortunately, many of us will not now. He commented to me that no one
was dying of AIDS rather than cancer? think these situations through, if at all, treats him the same way anymore. He
No, but shouldn't I also be able to defend until it is too late. The Legal Skills pro- said that no one will date him; people
the corporation that had fired Eddie solely gram does provide a venue in which each seem reluctant totouch him. He misses
because he is infected with the AIDS of us could confront and address these human contact. He knows that this is
virus? A lawyer should be able to refuse issues. Again the differential between unlikely to change. What he doesn't
any case in which he cannot zealously theory and practice damns us as, by the know is that he has made a difference, at
represent the position of his client - but end of our Client A memoranda, most of .least with me.

Letters

o

THE AMICUS CURIAE
Marshall.Wythe School o£.Law

unit, we believe that it is the fIrst doing, we are creating a system
To the law school community:
What follows is a copy of a and only committee thus far as- of honor which, while unified,
letter recently sent by the Col~ sembled on the honor system effectively and substantially reclege Task Force on the Proposed which truly and equally repre- ognizes' and provides flexibility
Unified Honor System to Presi- ' sents the interestS of all students for the different va\ues whicn
dent Sullivan explaining our sta- from each of the academic units. have shaped our individual comtus with regard to the Unified We thank you for recognizing munities.
The fmal purpose of this letCode. The task force has been that only the student body itself
attempting to devise a unifIed can effectively and legitimately ter is to advise you of the present
code that would be acceptable to create and adopt a realistic pro- state of the task force' s work and
each scholastic community at posal for the College's student- our timetable for the remainder
of the Fall 1996 semester. We
WiUiam & Mary. Itiscomposed administered system of honor.
Second, we would like to ex- recently completed the fust stage
of delegates sent by the student
governing bodies ofeach school. plain the fundamental principles of revisions to the proposed code
The members of this task force which have guided the task and have delivered the revised
agreed that, as our work is near- force's work. aUf task force was copy to the respective governing
ing its completion, it is important not initiated to determine the bodies of the six academic units.
to keep the general student body advisability of a unified honor We have requested formal evalusystem, and, in keeping with our ations by each, and expect to
informed of our progress.
Recently, the SBA Board of mandate, we do not make a rec- reconvene the task force by the
Directors has begun to .take a ommendation on that issue. end of the month to address the
more active role in this process. Rather, out purpose is to evalu- concerns raised by the student
Therefore, any comments con- ate each and every aspect of last governments. Once the task force
cerning the following letter or year' s proposed honor code and has produced a final proposal,
the unification process in gen- to correct its flaws in order to approved by the representatives
eral should be directed to your produce a unifIed honor code of each academic unit, we will
which, if enacted, would serve present that proposal to you with
SBA Class Representatives.
the divergent needs of the six the recommendation that it be
Shaun Rose
different academic communities brought to a student referendum
SBA President
at the College.
after adequate time for public
The most important principle comment. We expect to present
Dear President Sullivan:
The purpose of this letter is to which the task force has con- our final proposal by late Nothree-fold. First, we would like sistently adhered is that no uni- vember.
to thank you for assembling this fied system of honor will be
We reiterate that neither this
task force and, by so doing, em- legitimate unless it is acceptable letter nor the upcoming presenpowering the student body at the to each and every academic unit tation of our proposal is meant to
College to determine the form of at the College. To reflect this suggest that the student leaders
any unified honor system that commitment, decisions on the at the College recommend or
might govern us. Because the task force are made by unani- sanction the notion of a unified
task force is comprised of the mous vote of all academic units, honor system. We decline to
elected leaders of each academic or they are not made at all. By so See
LETTERS on 13 ·
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Journals

Ousted

By Marte Barnacle
Currently, the William and
Mary Law Review and the three
other journals occupy 34 carrel
spaces on the first floor of the
library. To most law students
"carrels. are dear" - necessary
to spread out their books and
personal items and to create a
private environment, more conducive to studying.
The lack of carrel space for
other students and for those conducting independent research
will be compensated when the
Law Review and the other journals are moved into their new
sub-checking room in the basement, affectionately referred to
by Cristin Zeisler (3L), Law Re-·
view Managing Editor, as "Law
Review Land."
Early in September, Jim
Heller, the head librarian, and
the four editors-in-chief of the
journals, as well as Krysia Kubiak
(3L), Chief Justice of the Moot
Court Board, met to discuss the
plans for the new room. The editors gave their input about the
room' s design and voiced their
concerns about adequate seating

Powe

space in the new room.
Th e facul ty approved the
plans to renovate the space last
spring, along with the library' s
plan to request funding from the
College administration for com'pact shelving.
The three rooms that were
used in the past by the Commonwealth Attorney Training Counsel remains unchanged at the
moment. The walls between the
three rooms will be knocked out
into an L-shape, with space for
15 carrels, 2 large tab les , a
WestLawlLexis terminal, and
shelving.
Jim Heller stated that he
thinks the journal members will
be satisfied, and he' s confident
that the room will be comfortable for their use.
The advantages to the rest of
the law student body will be the
availability of the free carrels on
the first floor. Furthermore, if a
student wishes to fmd a book
checked out to one of the journals, she will only have to search
one space, instead of roaming
from carrel to carrel.
Jim Heller said that if the law

Speaks

From ' First
library receives the funding from
the administration for compact
shelving, all of the bound journals will be moved to the basement a1 wel l. The bound journals
are the most commonly used
sources for journal cite checking. Jim Heller commented,
" Our library js getting packed
and the best place for the mobile,
compact shelving is the basement."
Although the new room in
the basement sounds like a great
improvement for the student
body, the journals have a few
concerns. Sara Gottovi (3L), the
Editor-in-Chief of the William
and Mary Law Review said, "It's
hard to tell how it's going to
work out, but I don' t think it's
that big oJ a deal."
Some concerns floating
around include: the potential for '
crowding in the new room since
all four journals will house their
sub-checking materials there; the
need for more carrel space in the
room; and that the journals envisioned a room that was beyond
the budget.
Gottovi stated that the library

Of

was willing to work with the
journ als to accommodate any
inconveniences that may arise as
a resu lt of the move. The room' s
location is convenient for all of
the,.journals because their regular office space is also in the
library basement.
Natalie Wilhelm (3 L), the
Articles Editor for the Environmental Law and Policy Journal
commented that the library 's intentions are good, but in the event
of coinciding deadlines between
the journals, the room would fill
with 30 or 40 people at one time.
The present plan only calls for
seating space for 20.
Wilhelm added, "I' m not sure
the plan will work better than
what we do now . Maybe we can
retain some carrel space in the
library."
As in any situation involving
change, some people are resistant. Gottovi pointed to the "psychological effect of being
relegated to the basement" as a
troublesome aspect for some.
Mike Grable (3L), Law Review Note Editor, strongly disagrees with the relocation plans.

Guns

?<:>we,

" Given the amount of free study
. space on the second floor of the
library and the desperate quest
fo r space undertaken-by sever'!l
other law school organizations,
it seems ridiculous to reallocate
space with no net gain fo r anyone."
Rather than expending large
am ounts of money and time to
develop a room which serves the '
needs of no one, Grable suggests
a more feasible and sensible plan
which would "allocate this unused space, . without change or
cost to the school, to organizations which are run currently out
of filing cabinets and lockers,
such as PSF and BALS A."
Grable also questions why the
feasibility of using the space for
its intended purpose was not considered.
Regardless of these concerns
and others, the room ' s remodeling should begin before the end
of the year and the move will
occur sometime after the first of
the new year.
This year' s incoming editorial boards of the journals will be
the first to test the waters.

And

action against its citizens. He then ex- - a gun. " Studies also suggest that crimes
and \n}ur\es agamst armed .v\ctirns h ave .
~\a\neu \hat one \n\erpTe\ahon o{ the SecJr. gave the Cutler Lecture on "Guns, ond Amendment is that it protects only a dropped. Given the contradictory nature
Words and Interpretation." James Goold collective right. This analysis, however, of the evidence, Powe fmds it amazing
Cutler established the Cutler Lecture in does no more for gun rights than if the that people would consider a general ban
. 1927 to provide an annual lecture at the Second Amendment did not exist. Powe on guns. The public would oppose eradiCollege of William and Mary by "an continued with a discussion of United cating a constitutional right based on such
outstanding authority on the Constitution States v. Miller, in which the Supreme contested evidence if the problem involved
of the United States."
Court held that no individual has the right any other amendment, such as the First
The original series ran from 1928 to to carry a non-militia weapon, a far cry Amendment.
1944, but the school revived the lectures from saying that an individual has no
Noting that the free speech is necesduring the 1980-1981 academic year un- right to any weapon.
sary for a representative government and.
der the auspices of the law school. The
Proceeding to his analogy, Powe stated armed people provided a check against a
William & Mary Law Review publishes that the First Amendment prOtects against non-representative government, Powe
each lecture. This year, Professor Powe, the majority overreacting to its fear that demonstrated how the first two Amendthe Ann Green Regents Chair at the Uni- words will cause harm. The injury caused ments are forever linked. When the Foundversity of Texas Law School, utilized the by words, however, is not as obvious as ing Fathers created the Constitution, they
First Amendment to provide meaning to the injury caused by guns. Evidence does were reacting against a non-representathe Second Amendment.
suggest that criminals are less likely to tive government and probably could not
Powe began his lecture by stating that physically attack a victim when the po- conceive of the free speech in existence
a well-armed public may make govern- tential victim carries a gun. Of course, today.
ment think twice before taking abusive they are more likely to kill the victim with
As a government becomes more repBy Danielle Roeber

~~<:>~'2.'2., ~-U<:'1>'S. "'-.« ~<:>'{'
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Floor

Wo rds

resentative, society has less need forweapons to protect their interests: E\ections
can check government power. Elections,
however, may also allow a majority to
oppress a minority, perhaps leaving the
minority to see weapons as the only source
of protection against majority oppression.
Po we suggests a common law prohibition against prior restraint which would
allow people to own guns, similar to the
prohibition against priorrestraint ofwords.
Unlike the First Amendment, Powe argues, the Second Amendment permits
subsequent punishment against people
using guns. Powe observes that all the
anti-rebellious provisions of the Constitution lend support to his idea that people
should resort to guns only for a revolu. tion . Allowing subsequent punishment
would recognize the difference between
the deadly nature of guns versus the minimal harm caused by expression.

ELPR Hosts Environmental Fe deralism Symposium
By Ramona J. Sein
Legal scholars, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) 'officials, environmental
lawyers, and local government
representatives participated in
The William and Mary Environmental Law and Policy Review
symposium . This years symposium addr.essed issues of environmentai federalism and the
distribution of power between
the federal government and the

states which administer environmental protection programs. The
participants discussed federalism
concerns in the context of three
pieces of federal environmental
legislation - the Clean Air Act
(CAA), the recently re-authorized Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) , and the Clintori
Administration ' 5 Brownfields
Redevelopment Initiative. The
three-panel symposium was held
on Saturday, October 5, in the

Commonwealth Auditorium of
the University Center.
Since 1994, there has been a
push to return responsibility to
the states for many of the social
and environmental policies that
have been under federal control
for years. Federal environmental laws have been a favorite target
of
congressional
Republicans. The symposium
sought to provide a neutral forum in which participants and

audience members could debate
the contentious issues, exchange
ideas, and influence the administration ofthese three programs.
The CAA panel, moderated
by Professor Linda Malone, focused on the Commonwealth of
Virginia's court challenge to the
EPA ' s rejection of Virginia' s
State Implementation Plan (SIP)
because it did not provide citizens standing to challenge the .
issuan~e of state pollution per-

mits.
Commonwealth v.
Browner, 80 F.3d 869 (1996).
The CAA ' s broad public participation requirement in the permitting process was at odds with
Virginia's narrow definition of
standing which allowed only the
aggrieved owners and those with
a pecuniary interest in the pollution sources to challenge a state
permitting decision. The Commonwealth took its appeal to the

See SYMPOSIUM on 10
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IDean Jayne Barnard I

Who Says Lawyers
Have to be "Boring?
Everyone knows that lawyers need dant to rules and precedent.
to be bright and creative, solicitous of
The very best lawyers, however,
their clients' needs and feelings, effi- are usually willing to try new meth- .
cient researchers, eloquent advocates, ods, new technologies, and newap- .
effective negotiators, and (sometimes proaches in order,to give themselves
above all) good business-getters. Of- an edge. They do this even though
ten, two additional very itnportantchar- experimentation with new ideas is ofacteristics of successful lawyers 'get ten expensive and uncertain of suc- .
overlooked: Lawyers need to be good cess.
managers of people and other reTwo examples: Twenty years ago,
sources; they also need to be entrepre- trial lawyers picked their juries based
on intuition and stereotype. ,Then,
neurs.
This
column
about someone came up with the idea of
is
entrepreneurialsm, how lawyers can systematic jury studies and " mock
develop it, how a law school might jury" arguments . This requires an upfoster it, and how law students can front investment - sometimes subpractice it right here in Williamsburg. stantial depending on the size of the
First, why is entrepreneurial ism im- jury pool. Entrepreneurial lawyers (in
portant to practicing lawyers? Well, this case, plaintiffs ' lawyers working
entrepreneurial ism means making new on a contingency fee) enlisted, then
th ings happen. In the law, if lawyers supported, scholars as they developed
don ' t (or can 't) identify and cultivate consistently fruitful techniques and
new legal theories, or identity new today, the use ofjury studies and mock
classes of potential clients, they will juries has become a staple of the trial
be doing the same old thing (and likely lawyer' s preparation rite. It often can
less and less of it) throughout their mean the difference between an inefprofessional lives. Entrepreneurialism fective argument and one that hits the
fosters personai growth as well as the target with its audience.
Alternative dispute resolution is
growth of one ' s practice.
Entrepreneurialism also (and by . also an example of lawyers '
definition) requires that one' expend entrepreneurialism. As clients (espeeffort and be open to risk. Many cially commercia\ C\ients but a\so othlawyers find risk-taking a particularly ers) became disgusted with ever-rising
difficult task - many of us become fees, lawyers devised means of prolawyers because we are cautious by viding alternative services for which
nature and, by necessity, we are attenSee BARNARD on 8

Reknowned

PSF

The Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Enforcement and Compliance
This summer, I worked as an intern at
theEnvironmental Protection Agency, Office of Enforcement and Compliance,
Toxics and Pesticides Division. Many
people may question where the "public
service" aspect exists in this job, but that
concept actually underlies everything that
the Agency tries to accomplish. The
people at the EPA are enthusiastic about
the work they do, primarily because they
truly believe they are helping' people by working to keep unsafe products off
the markets and out of our environment.
I took part in a lot of different projects
during my 10 'week stay. One of the
largest projects was part of a large-scale
initiative. The Emergency Planning and
Community Right-To-Know Act
(EPCRA) is an environmental statute that
requires companies that manufacture or
use potentially dangerous chemicals to
file 'documents with local governments.
The goal is to allow local governments
and emergency planning commissions to
formulate plans to implement in the event
of an emergency with the chemicals. This
prevents emergencies in which local fire
and rescue units can not properly respond
to chemical spills and other disasters because they are unaware of the chemicals
stored at the site and the dangers they
, pose. '
The EPA has ten regional offices, and
these offices are primarily responsible for
investigating companies to establish compliance and bringing cases for violations
of environmental statutes. The initiative
I helped to coordinate in !he Washington,

Criminologis t

picture - the crime rate remains
By Sutton A. Snook
Famed crim inologist Michael very high ." Gottfredson did note
Gottfredson visited Marshall- that the rate has stabilized, albeit
Wythe on October) 7 and 18 to at a high plateau.
Gottfredson stressed that age
discuss criminal trends for 'the
coming decade . Gottfredson is asignificarit factor in the crime
concluded that currently avail- rate. "Crime is fundamentally
able statistics indicate that the adolescent behav ior," stated
United States will see an increase Gottfredson. " If we are interin crime in the near future . He ested in crime prevention, then
stated that in order to reduce the we must be interested in the first
rate, the country must look at ten years of life." Gottfredson
noted that statistics can identity
children below the age of ten.
Gottfredson stated that the certain high risk groups and can
recent protestations of political pinpoint by age ten which chilcandidates regarding the changes dren are more likely to commit a
in the crime rate are misleading crime later in life.
Those indicators all lead to
because the variability is trivial
and has nothing to do with either the conclusion that the crime rate
the Republicans or Democrats. will increase in the near future .
In fact, if one graphs the FBI First, the size of the teenage
crime statistics over a 35 year population is growing. Second,
period, the rate ofcrime per capita fam ily structure predictors all inhas increased three-fold. He dicate an increase. For example,
notes that a recent decrease of , unwed motherhood is currently
two to three percent " misses the extremely high. "We will have

Funds

the people to fully populate our
prisons for a long time,"-'noted
Gottfredson. Consequently;
Gottfredson noted that the crime
rate for next 10-12 years has already been set and any solution
must concentrate on the period
following these years.
Gottfredson stated that " interpersonal relations are de-stroyed by crime." He added
that youths are not afraid of committing crime because they fear
the criminal justice system or the
j udge, but because they fear what
their parents will say. If Mom
doesn't care that Jimmy' shoplifted because she is not there,
then that restraint is'gone. Con- .
sequently, Gottfredson drew a
connection between the destruction of the family unit and an
increase in crime . .
Gottfredson noted that the
biggest changes in the criminal
justice system are . in the trend

In Action
D.C.(headquarters) office worked with
all the regions to coordinate about 50
EPCRA cases.
The goal was to issue a press release
and simultaneously. file a large block of
EPCRA cases in order to send a message
to companies ,that EPCRA rules are important and are being strongly enforced.
In working to coordinate the cases, I spoke
with many attorneys in the various regional offices tocoordinate information
on the individual companies. Working
for a large government agency also meant
a constant concern that all of the EPA's
policies and guidelines were considered
in bringing the cases.
For example, EPA has a small business policy which exempts businesses
whose financial abilities are below a certain level from costly compliance statutes. Another concern of the EPA ' s
regarding the cases was what they call
"environmental justice" ,issues; of particular concern in enforcing cases are the
low-income neighborhoods located in
more heavily industrialized neighborhoods . The large government bureaucracy was also evident i.n all ofthe briefmg
meetings I attended to gain acceptance for
the initiative from people on the chain of
command within the Enforcement Office.
Working at the EPA also provided lots
pf "hands-on" experience. I had the opportunity to draft complaints and consent
agreements based on several different
en'll.ronmenta\ statutes, a\cn~ W\U\ \he
more traditional research and memo-writing normally associated with summer intern work. Anyone interested in the
environmental field should look into the
EPA as a summer job possibility. The
See
PSF
on
8

Visits

M~W

toward greater certainty of punishment. Both Congress and the
states have moved to reduce judicial discretion in sentencing
and parole and have changed bail
rules.
One problem cited by
Gottfredson of the criminal justice system is that the federal
government is " looking to the
states for solutions and we have
been disappointed." He noted
that Arizona' s rate of inc arc era-

, tion has increased four-fold , with
. Virginia being very similar. He
added that the United States is
bankrupting our states because
we are building prisons to house
criminals rather than looking at
the next generation for solutions.
Also, states are funding capitaJ
ventures in prisons, such as the
structures themselves, but not
contributing to the operations,
particularly in the area of in-

See CRIMlNOLOOY on 17
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Professor Douglas Wins Award for Education Article
Professor Davison Douglas recentl) received the History of Education Association's
prize for the best article dealing with the history of education during the 199-1-95
biennium. Douglas' article , published by the .\ orthH'esfern G'niversify La\l' Review in
1994, is entitled " The Rhetoric of Moderation: Desegregating the South During the
Decade After Brown." Professor Douglas, who teaches American Legal History,
Contracts, Employment Law. Labor Law. is currently on leave for this academic year.
Congratulations to Professor Douglas on his award and \\'e all look fOf\,\'ard to seeing
him back in the 'Burg next year.
PAD Legal Fratern ity initiates new members
The Wythe Chapter of Phi Alpha Delta initiated 'fourteen new members on
Thursday, October 18, 1996. Newly inducted PADs include: Victoria Blakeway(:2L);
Tiffany Carder (I L); Becky Copeland (l L); Ken Cough lan (2L); Karen Field (2L);
Kimberle Hackett (2 L); Ji Sun Lee (2L); Susan Llewellyn ( I L); Stephanie Long (I L);
Scott McBride (IL); Dayid Riordan (2L); Tony Smith (2L); Jennifer Tatum ( IL); and
Melvin Williams (2L).
Post-Tenure R eview Committee Evaluates Smol\a
The Faculty Status Committee currently is conducting a post-tenure performance
review of Professor Rodney Smolla. This normal, periodic process evaluates a
professor' s contributions in the areas of teaching and scholarship as well as other

5

factors such as service to the law school, the bar, and the public. Professor Smolla, the
Arthur B. Han son Professor ' of Law, teaches Constitutional La\\', Ivlass Media,
Selected Problems in Constitutional Law ._ and Civil Rights . Comments to the
Committee regard ing Professor Smolla may be communicated to any member of the
Facu lty Status Committee (comprised of Professors Donaldson. Levy, Marcus, and
Dean Barnard). For convenience, \\Titten comments may be sent to the Comm ittee
Chair, Professor Donaldson. All student comments must be received by November 15.
First Years Enter Job Scavenge
After watching the 2L and 3L su it parade from the sidelines for two months, the 1L
class enters the employment fray this Friday. The Office of Career Planning and
Placement, ever sensitive to the trauma of th e job search, has arranged a panel
discussion in wh ich OCPP staff and employer representatives wi II prov ide an overview
of the first year job search process. AlI I Ls who plan to use OCPP' s serv ices this year
should plan to attend this session.
Courtroo m 21 Announces New Staff
The following first year students have been added to the Courtroom 21 Project staff:
Jennifer Allaire ; Rob Chandler; Tom Christiano; David Cotter; Anne Coventry; Sean
Fama; Susan Hobbs; Delano Jordan; Chris Matteson ; P.1. McG uire; Joseph
Millspaugh;Stephen Robertson ; Judy Snead; Nelson Snyder; Dov Svego; and Kathryn
Voyer. Congratulations on your selection and best of luck in technology land l
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Casino Night, M-W's answer to the bacchanalian
revelry of Las Vegas, was held on Saturday, October 26.
The law school lobby provided the venue while the
lovely Mr. and Mrs. Peter Kirchgraber (ably assisted at
times by Lydia Hoover and Kathryn Lamothe) provided
the musical entertainment. Although a few die hard fans
strained to hear the final outs of the World Series on the
radio, Blackjack and Craps ruled the evening. Students,
a\umni., t acu\t)', and. membersot the ad.mmi~trat\on t ought

for spaces at the tables and the opportunity to throwaway
more cash than the Defense Depam:nent.
The event, an annual fundraiser for the Public Service
Fund, collected over $1 000 fo r the organization. Crowded
•
..
from the minute the doors were opened, this year ' s
• Third years shoot Craps in an attempt to break the
Casino Night looks to have been even more successful Fr ancin e Fr ied ma n, Dean K and Lyd ia Hoover revel in •
· Table of G rable
the glory of their winnings
:
than previous years .
~

•
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Although Parking Services and Gettys
PARKING from 1
on campus . I am also paying tuition, and have surveyed the lot numerous times, the
when I can't park, I can't make it to my timing of these invest igat ions have not
coincided with the "crunch" times at the
classes."
Mark Gettys, associate director of school. Consequently, the numbers ta lAuxiliary Services, i~ated that initially lied.by Parking Services reflect an abunhe had been unaware of the parking prob- dance of empty spaces wh ile cars remain
lems at the law school. After enough parked along curbsides and in non-comcomplaints had been voiced to Parking muter spaces. Notwithstanding the posServices, Gettys became involved in seek- sible inconsistencies between rea lity and
ing a resolution to the situation. Although the data collected , Parkin g Services
there are 198 first year students this year. reached an agreement with SBA PresiGettys said his. office had been told there dent, Shaun Rose, in wh ich warn ings rather
wou ld only be 175 students, and was than tickets wou ld be issued for park ing
unaware of the actual number until in- along curbs fo r a two week period . Unformed by the Amiclis. Gettys sa id that fortunately for many students, that two
one parking lot that was previously avail- week period expired last Monday. Alable to all drivers with parking decals has though Rose indicated in the last Amicus
been leased to a contractor for the storage that Parking Services would void tickets
of construction equipment. Located in a received for parking along curbs when
fenced -in area near the Tennis Center, the the lots were full , this state of affairs
lot previously was available for both com- imposes a great burden on students who
muters and residents, but was used rarely. bear the burden of proving that the lot was
Gettys further noted that there is extra full when they parked illegally.
The entire parking situation has added
space behind the Laboratory of Endocrinology and Population Biology, undoubt- another layer of hassle to the already
edlya useful observation for law students stress-filled lives of many law students.
who have no idea where this building is After having accumulated "enough tickets to fund Parkin'g Services well into the
located.

next century," a 2L who wished to rema in
anon ymous described the current parking
situation as "typical of the blind ad herence to inane and archa ic rules which
seems to be the earma rk of Wi lliam &
Mary's enforcement regime. " Another
third year student commented, "The parking problems go back at least as long as
I've been a student here, with th e situation
being at its worst during the snowstorms
last year and at the present time. If Parking Services and the Campus Police wo uld
take some time to remedy the situation,
there would be fewer parking woes and,
perhaps, less hostility between students
and these Un iversity departments. "
Another source of dissatisfaction with
the parking situation lies in the seem ingly
excessive number of fac ulty spaces and
the unclear delineations between resident
and day student parking. " It seems suspi c
cious to have a parking lot where one row
is designated ' day student' and the other
three rows are ' Resident' ," said Eunice
Kim (1 L), who received a ticket for parking in the wrong spot in the " Resident"
lot. "The signs are not distinctive from
each other. I'd be interested to know how
much money they make offofpeople who

don't even know they're parking in th e '
wrong spot. " Further, " Resident" spaces
tend to empty out during the day; when
non-residents park in those spaces in the
evenin gs, returning resid ent permit holders may park indefinitely in the satellite
"a ll permit" lot, furt her congesting the
area when the commuters swarm in.
The number offaculty spaces, as well
as the two ml)torcycle spaces. al so rece ive
criticism in the midst of the current parking controversy. Students complain because portions of the fac ulty parking lot
are never used.
Moreover, students argue that the two
spaces designated "Motorcycle Only"
among the choice day student parking
areas should be con verted . Although the
University administration attempted to
alleviate some of the parking crunch by
converting the spaces in front ofthe barn
to student parking, more remains to be
done.
Whatever the eventual resolution of
the parking situation, the hand ling of this
issue has frustrated students and will only
continue to cause aggravation until a
mutually agreeable compromise can b,e
achieved.
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.. The t!uth is stranger than fiction ..
By Alison Rosenstengel
A Court After My Own Heart
The Texas Supreme Court has proposed a
fifteen-page limit on applications to the
court for writs of error. Members of the
Texas appellate bar are unsure of the
change from the previous fifty-page limit,
claiming that conscientious justices should
.• read the entire brief, no matter how long
it might be. The Court' s rationale for the
change is to remove some of the bulk
from the case selection process so it can
focus more attention on cases that actually come before it.
Do This, Don't Do That, Can't You
Read the Signs?
On October \5 , Superior Court Judge
Gordon R. Burkhart of Riverside, California, denied a deaf defendant's request
for a jury which is fluent in sign language.
The defendant, charged with a rape which
took place at a school for the deaf, insists
that sign language is a method of expression which involves nods, winks, and
other facial expressions which strongly
impact the meaning given to signed statements. He claims that, without being
fluent in sign language, a jury will not
properly be able to evaluate the truthfulness of statements. Court observers support the judge' s decision, stating that "a
~ury of one' s peers" does not m~an ajury
identical to the defendant.
Maybe Not Cruel, but Definitely Unusual
When LaTosha Pringler, 16, of Lorenzo,
Texas, missed her community service

Opportunity
By Dave Riordan
Everyone complains about
the lack of things to do around
here on the weekends. There is
no better way to spend this weekend than by attending the Urbana
Oyster Festival. Since its inception in 1958, the festival has
grown to its place today as the
best local festival in eastern Virginia. Do yourselfa favor and go
at least once before you make

obligation, Municipal Court Judge J.R.
Peterson handed down a sentence she will
not soon forget. Pringler was ordered to
spend eight hours per day for three days
confined to an 8-foot square area, outlined on the sidewalk in chalk, tallying
passing cars in a notebook. No word from
the Judge on why he felt this punishment
was appropriate or a productive use of
time.
Just in Time for Christmas ...
A Nassau County, New York, court struck
down a law which prohibited the sale to
minors of trading cards depicting serial
killers and mafia kingpins. The County
argued that the sale of these cards to
minors contributed to the juvenife crime
problem and analogized the ban to that on
the sale of tobacco, spray.paint, guns, and
. alcohol. The Court failed to find that the
law was (all together now, Con Law fans)
narrowly tailored to meet a compelling
government interest.
Pro Se Prison Defendant Learns
Murphy's Law
A Pennsylvania inmate whose appeal was
delivered to the prison mailbox on time,
but arrived atthe superior court two weeks
late, has set a precedent with his challenge
to the appeal's dismissal. Ronald Smith
claimed that the appeals of pro se prison
defendants should be considered received
at the time they are received into the
custody of prison authorities to be mailed.
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania
agreed, stating a different polity would
potentially penalize such defendants.

To

Shuck

your way back to New York or
Philadelphia or Atlanta and try
to trick someone into making
you a partner after eight years .
The two day event, less than
an hour from Williamsburg, will
attract upwards of70,000 people
eager to sample and honor the
"succulent bivalve." The Oyster
Festival is always held on the
first Friday and Saturday in November.

fall From · Grace Recap
By Meredith Long
The Student Bar Association hosted
the social event of the fall semester, Fall
From Grace, on Friday, October 18.
Touted as a veritable festival of fme
music, attire, and refreshment, this year's
edition certainly lived up to its reputation. While the weather gods attempted
to put a damper oil both spirits and hairdos, law students braved the rain and
puddles in impressive numbers.
For those who didn't attend the dance,
as well as for those whose recollection of
the evening is a tad cloudy, the atmosphere of Trinkle Hall was inspired by
free-flowing beverages and the magical
sounds of a OJ. Students danced the
night away to an eclectic blend of tunes
which can only be described as "Iatenight fraternity party meets the Rockin'
Robin." Included in the mix was an
extended version of that classic, "The
Twist," which brought even the most
sedate dancers out to the floor.
The evening ran smoothly, thanks to
the hard work of SBA officers, who
balanced their night of revelry with efforts to keep the bars stocked, the floors
clean, and the guests entertained. 3Ls
Scott Soak and Alison Tuley revived an
Fall From Grace tradition of announcing

their engagement amid the evening's
festivities. Even the great folks at Paul' s
Deli were visited by the Fall From Grace
spirit, as fonnal-wearing students were
able to bypass the requisite presentation
of the driver's license at the door. Pretty
kind of them, since we're all old enough
to appreciate (or have friends who do)
the aforementioned~'Twist."
The event was so entertaining it even
convinced those hard-working I Ls to
venture out into the cold, wet, darkness
ofnight for an eveningofreveiry. Thanks
to all who attended, and to our SBA
hosts, for a successful Fall From Grace.
On a wholly different note, the time
is right for trading in those high heels
and tasselled loafers for rubber cleats.
The SBA is sponsoring the Annual La~
SchoolSoccerTournamentonNovember
9, 1996. The Tournament wiU be at
Dillard Field and teams must consist of
six members, at least two of whom must
be female. Any interested kickers can
sign their teams up, for a $10 fee, November 6. Good luck and keep an eye
out for news of upcoming SBA events
which can enrich your life socially, athletically, and maybe even intellectually.
1'1~••~
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Amicus office hours will Tuesday,
October 29 from 12:30 until 2.~30.
Deadline for the next issue of the
'- Amicus is noon on·November 6.

And

One hint is to go on Friday, if
at all possible, because there are
a lot more people on Saturday
and you will have to wait in line
at times. The street gets very
crowded for the parade.
Speaking of parades, the Oyster Festival is doubly blessed.
There is the traditional parade
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 p.m.,
which includes a mix of floats,
bands, and local civic groups.

Jive

In

Prominent in the parade will be
the Festival Queen and Little
Miss Spat (that' s what baby oysters are called). The mayor will
be riding in a spectacular 1958
Mercedes convertible follo wed
by " Mister Oyster" in a red 1967
Mustang. This parade is a celebration of all that is right about
small-town America. At 7:00
p.m. Friday night, the Firemen ' s
parade starts - and it is a spec-
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Urbana

tacle. Over 100 fire and rescue
units promenade around the town
with lights and sirens blaring.
You may want to bring cotton or
earplugs if you have sensitive
ears.
The obvious highlight is the
oysters, offered about every way
you can imagine. You can eat
them raw , roasted, steamed,
stewed, fried, or frittered. The
See OYSTERS on 9

Dinner And A Movie: Italian Cuisine In Richmond
By Ian Siminoff
Neatly tucked away in the middle of
Richmond brownstones on Lombardy
Street is a small and inexpensive, yet
sophisticated, Italian eatery that's been
serving locals for over twenty years. Featuring homemade pastas, fresh complimentary garlic bread, plenty of red wine,
and decadent desserts, Cafe Di Pagliacci
is worth the 50-minute trip to Richmond.
My most recent trip to Cafe Di
Pagliacci was two weeks ago. It was a
Thursday and I needed to see the movie
Big Night. The reason that I had to see Big
Night is that its focus is on food, brothers,

and New Jersey. I checked the Virginia
Gazette (the Williamsburg paper) and it
was not playing. I checked the VirginiaPilot and the Daily Press (the NorfolkVirginia Beach papers) and it was not
playing there either.
Nearly ready to give up, I checked the
Richmond paper. There it was, in the
upper right hand comer ofC8: Big Night
play ing at the Westhampton. The only
movie theater that Big Night was playing
on the entire Peninsula area was a small,
old theater in Richmond.
The
Westhampton features arty movies, and
those that have achieved critical acclaim

yet do not attract mainstream audiences.
Big Night is about two brothers from
Italy who come to New Jersey to pursue
their dream of opening an Italian restaurant in America. The older brother, Primo,
the chef, is more concerned with preparing classical Italian dishes than making
money. The other, Segundo, is more
pragmatic, understanding that to survive
in America, one needs to cater ( at least at
fust) to American tastebuds (however
unsophisticated they might be). The story
of the restaurant' s ups and downs, the
love between Primo and Segundo, the
possibility of romance in each of their

lives, and the beautiful filming of the
mouiliwatering meals they serve make
Big Night-a must see. (By the way, you
don ' t have to go to·Richmond to see this
film; it' s coming to DOG Street November 8-12.)
Since I was going to Richmond, I
decided to make reservations at my favorite Richmond restaurant: Cafe Di
Pagliacci. I made reservations early in
the afternoon for two at 7:00. The movie
started at 9:15, so I figured that would
give us plenty of time to have a relaxing
dinner. After going down a few \\-Tong .
See CAFE on
14
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Crossfire

.Election Year Politics: -C ommentators Make Final Pitch
Undecided Voters Will Put The Right · Four More Years Needed to Finish Whars
Man In The White .flouse
Started and Build Bridges to the Future
Michael Coe

\

"Dole is known for his integrity, his moderation, and
his distinguished record of
public service . .. Dole is a
known quantity. Dole is
right on the issues, he"s
trusted, and he knows how
to make things happen. "

Christian Mastondrea

The President has been
the voice ofcompromise and
moderation on these important issues facing the Nation. Ask yourself. _~. what
would lp'residentJ Bob Dole
have done?"

"

Ok, it is a tired slogan at this point but,
Robert J. Dole will be our next Presiwhat the hay, this has been the most tiring
dent. Let me explain why.
campaign in history. Article I of the ConFirst, the polling data supports Dole's
stitutionreq~ires that the President reapply
election. Recent presidential polls seem
for
his job every four years. As American
to indicate that incumbent Bill Clinton
citizens,
we have the right to make a choice
will pound his challenger by 10-20 perbetween
two, or even three, candidates and
cent on November 5. However, even late
hope
that
the one that least offends us wins. family values are if we are talking about in this campaign season, pollsters have
what is appropriate TV for children or for
God,
you
have got to love politics.
noted a record number of undecided votviolence in movies. After all, one man ' s
Mothers,
do
not
leave
your
babies
unaters, ranging between the upper twenty to necessarily hurt the economy. Superfund
Sesame
Street is another man ' s Terminatended
for
in
the
final
two
weeks
of
this
lower thirty percent. Common practice is laws (i.e., jobs for lawyers) are such an
tor
2.
Ifwe
are really talking about laws
"NyQuil"
like
campaign.
Things
should
to push those polled into a decision . His- example. Protecting the environment
torically, undecided voters will respond and growing the economy are not, and reach a mildly exciting pitch as the Dole that make it easier for people to live their
"is" '96 campaign reaches the back stretch lives imd raise their children, President
to pollsters' pressure by favoring the in- cannot be, mutually exclusive goals.
cumbent, but will ultimately vote for the
Despite Clinton ' s demagoguery on and begins the tum home towards histori- Clinton stands second to none. It was this
challenger.
Medicare and Medicaid, Dole is com- cal footnote. I know that really was not fair administration and a Democrat controlled
Second, Bob Dole is in sync with the mitted to protecting and reforming our - Dole has had an outstanding career as a Congress that passed the Family Leave
national mood. Americans want smaller, middle class entitlements. These pro- United States Senator, he is a hard working Act allowing parents to spend more time
effective, fiscally responsible government. grams are in serious jeopardy of insol- and decent man who loves this country with their families, without the threat of
Dole opposed the unpopular Clinton na- vency. In addition, they consume ever greatly, and he should be remembered for being fired for it. This strengthens the
tionalized health care plan. He supported greater portions ofthe federal pie, crowd- that. Dole is not, however, the man for the family, yet Bob "True Lies is a family
movie" Dole did not support the Act, and
the 'Contract with America' which was ing out money for other government job as America reaches the 21 st QentiJry.
would
not support it now . America is
This
Nation
needs
Bill
Clinton,
a
Presifavored, item by item, by 70-80 percent of responsihilities ..
facing
a
growing problem of middle indent
that
is
willing
to
move
forward
and
Americans. (In fact, Clinton bragged
Only Dole has the will and credibilcome
people
finding affordable day care
pave
the
way
for
the
future
by
rememberabout the passage of seven items in his ity to save these programs from bankfor
their
children.
What would President
ing
from
where
we
all
came.
Bob
Dole
has
acceptance speech.) Time and again, ruptcy. By-contrast, tbeDemocratshave
Dole reveals his MidWestern roots by so -poisoned the well that they cannot be ·1 forgotten his heritage. He was once a Dole do? Another voucher idea that would
deficit hawk, now he is a card carrying . give a stipend so smaU as to be reaUy only
supporting fiscally responsible, limited- expected to offer any real solutions.
government measures.
Finally, Americans realize that Dole supply-sider. Bill Clinton has done more to be useful as a small piece of tax relieffor
Third, Bob Dole is right on the issues. is of presidential timber and that Clinton reduce the deficit than either of this two the wealthy?
Ali, yes speaking of the "T-word."
For example, consider taxes and Clinton's is not. Dole is known for his integrity, predecessors. Under the Clinton administration,
the
budget
deficit
has
shrunk
to
its
Taxes
and tax cuts, the definition of the
refrain of "education, environment, Medi- his moderation, and his distinguished
yin-yang
relationship. Americans hate
lowest
leveis
In
years.
It
is
true
that
the
care, and Medicaid." Dole believes that record of public service. Clinton is
taxes,
hate
the people who collect them ,
Republican
Congress
had
a
role
to
play,
but
government consumes too much of our known for his waffling, his extra-marihate
the
way
thegovernment uses them,
let
us
examine
that
role.
national resources and has proposed a 15 tal shenanigans, and his ethical lapses.
and
hate
the
politicians
who love them .
President
Clinton
has
always
believed
percent tax ~ut. He wants to return money Polls repeatedly show that a majority of
.
But
promise
the
American
people a tax
that
this
nation
must
balance
the
budget
if
to taxpayers and deprive government of Americans do not trust Bill Clinton.
cut
and
it's
beginning
to
look
a lot like
our
economy
is
to
remain
strong,
but
he
the blood necessary for expansion. It is
With a potential Watergate redux,
our money, after all. Further, by making undecided voters must be wary of risk- will not, and has not, done so in a way that Christmas. Americans may finall y be
the tax code ' simpler, flatter' and more . ing a constitutional crisis for . . . whom? favored the privileged and wealthy. When figuring out what they shou Id have known
fair, it will be less of a drag on our Liberal Bill Clinton (1993-94) or New the 72 reactionary, uncompromising; GOP all along, you cannot cut taxes and have
Democrat Bill clinton (1995-96). In House freshman decided the best way to increased revenues! Albeit " That
economy.
Coupled with tax reform, Dole's tort contrast, Dole is a known quantity. Dole get a budget . into balance was an indis- Woman" who runs New Jersey still thinks
and regulation reform will prove to in- is right on the issues, he's trusted, and he criminate slash and burn, the President it's possible, the rest of us understand that
crease dramatically our productivity. Our knows how to make things happen . For took a stand. Rather than see massive cuts nothing ever works that well and that you
standard of living depends upon a grow- these reasons, America will choose Dole to Medicaid and Medicare, the President have to pay for it somewhere.
made a risky stand to show the Congress
Bob Dole promises you a 15 percent
ing economy and ever-increasing pro- on November 5.
tax
cut
across the board at a time when the
that
no
budget
that
balances
on
the
backs
of
ductivity.
deficit
the
old
or
middle
class
will
be
tolerated.
is at over $3 trillion . The single
Like most Americans, Dole supports
largest
payment
made on the budget is the
When
that
Congress
also
put
before
the
.
education reform focused on returning
President
a
welfare
reform
bill
that
was
debt
service
payment.
If there was no
power and money to local school systems
hard on children, the Presjdent made a total deficit, this nation would be·running
and injecting competition into the mix.
stand and said he would not sign it until it a surplus at the present time large·enough
For example, school vouchers, which alwas softened. In short, the President has to pay for all the programs cut overthe last
low poor students t6 attend better schools,
been the voice of com prom ise and modera- year and more. This proposal is irresponare popular wherever they are tried. In
tion on these important issues facing the sible and unbelievable coming from a
addition, the competition for students will
Nation. Ask yourself, would President man who was once considered the biggest
improve the ovenill education system.
Bob Dole have protected children? Or deficit hawk on the Hill. President Clinton
Unlike Clinton, Dole isn 't lashed to the
fought
to protect the rights of legal immi- . is correct - we should only have a tax cut
status quo by the teachers unions.
grants
to
welfare? What would Bob Dole when we can afford it as a Nation. 15%
On the environment, Dole stands with
have
done?
across the board decrease sounds ·great,
the majority of Americans who insist on
The
President
is
constantly
faced
with
but
if revenues don ' t go up then the budprotecting our water and air quality, yet
the
never
ending
attacks
on
his
"family
get
deficit
will increase by 15 percent or
are mindful that environmental laws are
values."
We
can
argue
all
day
about
what
See CLINTON on 11
sometimes counter-productive and un-

Sutton Snook
would like to
thank Crystal
Roberts and
Francine
Friedman for
their tireless
devotion to the
Amicus.
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Barnard Offers Advice For Rewarding Legal .Career
BARNARD
from
4
they could still charge clients, but which would mak~ the Law, Professor Lynda Butler and students on the Envi- through the SBA), and build themselves into institutions.
Or they don ' t, but that's not a problem. Often a
clients feel much more in charge of their situations. A ronmental Law & Policy Review created (and went out
whole range of alternatives from "rens-a-judge" sessions and found the money for) the Environmental Federalism • student organization forms, thrives, and then dies when
and mini-trials to structured encounters between oppos- Conference, LSIC created the Children ' s Fair (which I its initiators graduate. Some of the most interesting
ing parties with the aid of a trained mediator, have hope has now become an ann ual event); Petra Klemmack organizations in the law school ' s history have followed
evolved. Clients have surely benefitted and lawyers have scavenged up the materials for the wonderful new lounge this pattern and, even though they were short-lived, these
area in the Library, and, ofcourse, Professor Fred Lederer organizations made a positive contribution.
created an entirely new field of practice.
Second, though with obvious litnitatiolJs, there may
In short, lawyers who are agile in the marketplace, continues to be the exemplar of entrepreneurial ism as he
and who can identify new ways of solving recurring builds up the resources of the Courtroom of the 2 1st be money to support new and good ideas. Dean
problems, w ill be successful. Those who demonstrate Century. All of these are new projects, each of them has Krattenmaker maintains a small discretionary fund that
energy and proactivity are likely to eclipse those who enriched the law school, and each of them has required can provide seed money for promising new ventures.
.
wait for clients to come to them, fo~ partners to assign some effort and risk-taking.
The Willliam & Mary Alumni Association is also
them interesting work, or for their peers to recognize
From these examples, it is'obvious that the law school looking for ways to be supportive of student groups and
them as leaders in their field .
doesn ' t need any reward system to stimulat~ the creation student projects. This doesn ' t always mean money, but
How can one cultivate entrepreneurial ism in law of new and good ideas. In fact , however, we have one. may mean other reso'urces, including knowledgeable
school? We have lots of examples all around us . In the First, it is very simple for interested students to create a experts and access to program materials .
last two years alone, students with a little energy and the new student organization. There are no· fees or bureauThe core of entrepreneurship, however, is not usuwillingness to follow through on a good idea, .have ' cratic hurdles.
ally found in traditi,onal forms of institutional support. It
All we ask is that students register the name of the is found within individuals who see an opportunity to
created: the Military Law Society (and established the
tradition of the chow line); the Journal ofWo men and the organization with Gloria Todd, together with the name provide some new product or service and who recognize
Law; the Law & the Arts Society; the Jewish Law of a student representative, so we can find you, share that pursuing that idea may be challenging - often
Students Organization ; Law Parents; the legal support information that we think would be of interest to the frustrating - but, in the end, worth the effort and r~ sk .
program at Avalon ; and the new student-faculty dinner- organization, and keep a sense of what activities are
Every student in this law school has an entrepreneurat-home program. Everyone reading this column can going on.
ial idea festering somewhere in her soul. My message is
Beyond tnat, student organizations run themselves, roughly the same as Nike ' s - Just Pursue It.
think of at least one additional examp le .
Professor Trotter Hardy created the Journal of Online fund themselves (with access to the student activity fee

PSF Recipiants Defend The
Homeless And The Environment
PSF
from
4
program is well-run and the head
of the summer program had a
brown-bag lu nch seminar each
week, covering topics such as
how to build an env ironmental
case, what career opportunities
ex ist in the en vironmental field ,
and how to prepare for an administrative hearing.

- Ellen Dassance

The National Center on
Homelessness and Poverty - Helping Break the
Cycle of Homeless ness
" Hey man, got an y change?"
How many times have we all
heard that as we walked through
a city, or even a small town. In
large cities, like New York and
D.C. , you can ' t make it a block
without being asked to spare
some money. At some point,
most of us get frustrated, wondering why homeless people
don ' t j ust get help.
Somewhere in the back of
our minds, we all know that it' s
just not that simple. Help is hard
to come by in some places, and
where there is help, demand is so
great that not everyone can be
reached. What' s more, giving a
homeless individual a meal or a
new pair of shoes doesn 't solve
the underly ing problem - it

homelessness before the suit goes
merely acts as a band-aid.
What many of us do not know to trial.
Since these challenges won't
is that the problems we usually
always
work, the Law Center
associate w ith being homeless
- lack of food , clothing, hypo- also works to educate lawmakthermia - are sometimes just ers on how to address the real
the tip of the iceberg. In many causes of homeless ness : lack of
cities, residents are getting sick low-income housing, inadequate
and tired of seeing homeless per- medical attention, and a lack of
sons on their streets. As a result, resources. The Center also acthey' re electing people who will tively lobbies Congress to assure
help clear the streets. Unfortu- that funding for homeless pronately, thi s generally means en- grams remains at levels adequate
acting wh at mi ght be called to make a real difference. Addi"_quality oflife" laws . ACtivities tionally, the Law Center acts as a
such as sleeping in public, sitting watchdog in the 'District of Coon sidewalks, and panhandling lumbia to assu re that homeless
become crimes. Home less per- persons are not being harassed
sons are then faced with no place by the D.C. Metro Pol ice Deto go except jail as inadequate partment.
The problems associated with
shelter space forces them into
the street, where they are arrested homelessness are so extensive
that no one can truly understand
for violating these new laws .
At the National Law Center them unless they are actually in
on Homelessness and Poverty, I . that position. Unfortunately, the
worked with staff attorneys to solutions aren ' t so obvious eihelp homeless coalitions around ther.
Luckily, there are people like
the country challenge these laws.
The most likely challenge is a those at the Law Center who
class action su it against the city have devoted their lives to findor town, based on a variety of ing those solutions. Because of a
constitutional ideas: due pro- grant from the Public Service
cess, equal protection, and the Fund, I am able to include myEighth Amendment. Unfortu- self among those working to renately, these suits aren' t guaran- solve these problems . I consider
teed to work, especially when myself fortunate to have been
the homeless persons who are able to help, even if it was only
used as class representatives for a summer. .
Kathryn
Lamothe
manage to pull themselves out of
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Of

Weddings

Two

By Chris Ambrosio
From what I understand, I'm getting married next May. I've discovered that planning the wedding, as you married or engaged folks will know, can reveal some ... ahhh
... differences in perspective between you and your future spouse. Actually, our weddfug plans have been progressing in a remarkably smooth fashion. Then again, I wouldn't
really know since I haven' t been responsible for anything. " What the hell do I know about bouquets?" or "what the hell do I know about chafing dishes?" has been my rationale
throughout the planning process.
Although most of the preparations seem to be in place, my fiancee and I have had some minor differences of opinion on specific facets of the wedding. Some of our differences
in perspective are summarized in the accompanying chart.

,

... .

'

'

. ..

.- -

..

WEDDING COMPARISON CiIART .
..

..

i

MY VIEW

HER VIEW

ISSUE
Wedding ceremony to use as a
model

That of Diana Spencer to Prince Charles, heir to the
throne of England

That of Pamela Anderson to Tommy Lee, drummer who
sits on the throne behind Motley CrUe .

Guest list

Invite ev_e ryone we know within six degrees of
separation, so that a crowd that couldn't otherwise fit
in the Astrodome can share in the joy and celebration
of our marriage

Invite the nine other guys in my fantasy football league,
so that we can plan for the upcoming player draft and golf
outing

Content of wedding service

A full Catholic Mass, including all appropriate "Our
Fathers" and "Hail Marys," as well as Holy
Communion and Confession

A few readings from Private Parts, by Howard Stern,
accompanied by plenty of high-fives

Length of wedding service

Not a concern; the beauty of the moment should be
savored and enjoyed, and petty notions such as time
should be disregarded

l\1ust be short enough to squeeze into halftime of the
impending Knicks-Bulls Eastern Conference playoff
game

Appropriate introduction to
y,redding ceremony

"Family and friends, we are gathered here today to
celebrate the marriage of Julie and Christopher .. ."

"Ladies ... and ... gentlemen, Let's get rrrrrready . . . to .
.. rrrrrrruuummmble!!!!"

Exchange of vows

Priest: "Do you, Christopher, take this woman, Julie,
to be your lawfully wedded wife ... tiII. death do you
part?"

Priest: "Do you want to marry this foxy young thang?"

.

. 'J' (

.

......

.

Me: "You bet your ass I do!"

I

I

Me: "ldo."
Theme for bridesmaids' dresses

Simple, understated elegance with a hint of
postmodern urban chic

Cleavage

Wedding pictures

Every conceivable permutation, e.g. "Okay-now let's
have the maid of honor sit with the groom's Trial Ad
partner!"

One big picture, taken quickly, so that we can get to the
reception and start drinking

Entertainment for reception

Classy jazz or swing.ensemble

ABBA (or, in the alternative, the ABBA cover band
Bjorn Again)

Song for bride and groom's first
dance

"Fly Me to the Moon," by Frank Sinatra, or
"Unforgettable," by Natalie Cole

"I Touch Myself," by the DiVinyls, or
"Bring the Noise," by Public Enemy

Gifts that we'd like to receive

The finest crystal and china, along with practical items
such as a bread maker and a cappuccino machine

A big-ass TV, along with practical items such as new golf
clubs for me and Madden Football '97 (CD ROM version)

Perceived cost of the wedding

"A few thousand dollars"

Approximately the gross national product of Colombia,
including cocaine production

-

-

-

.

---

Surprisingly, my future spouse and I have been able to reconcile our differences on the issues listed above. IfI've learned one thing, though, it's this: whatever folks like
Franc Eggelhofferand his Special Executive Assistant Howard Weinstein charge for their services, it's worth it. Just remember that it's not a good idea to wear a blue Armani
tuxedo, no matter what type of wedding you have.

OYSTERS
from
6
locals recommend the Kiwanis' oysters on
the half-shell and the Lion's club oyster
fritters . For landlubbers, there is plenty of
other fair food available, including hamburgers, hotdogs, funnel cakes, and ham
biscuits. In addition to the great food ,
there will be at about 80 different vendo rs

selling things like-wood carvings, stained
glass dolls, and jewelry. The prices are
much lower than at similar events in Norfolk and Virginia Beach.
For kids there is a petting zoo and
pony rides as well as colorful and friendly
clowns. If your competitive juices are
flowing, why not enter the Oyster Shuck-

i

ing contest at 10:00 a.m. Saturday? I hear
the competition is pretty stiff, though .
The winner is declared Virginia champion and represents Virginia in the National Oyster Shucking Championship.
It's easy to get to Urbana. Take 1-64 west
to Route 33 east (West Point exit). Follow
Route 33 until you get to Saluda where

y~u take Highway 17 north to Urbana. Be
careful traveling through Eltham - from
experience I can tell you the 35 mph speed
limit is vigorously enforced. I'll buy a
free beer for anyone who comes up to me
at the festival and shouts, "A MICUS
RULES !" The Oyster Festival is guaranteed to be a great time.

i
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Federalism

Symposium

Tackles

Difficult

Issues

SYMPOSIUM fTom 3
Fourth Circuit which upheld the Agency' s EPA ' s authority undertoe CAA . Thompdisapproval of the SIP. At the time of the son argued that the Founders established
symposium , Virginia had approximately a federal government with very limited
six mo re days to appeal the decision and powers and focused on the Constitution ' s
file for a writ of certiorari with th e U.S. . commitment to federalism over environSupreme Court.
mentalism. While Congress has broad
David Kaplan, Senior Attorney in the powers under the Commerce Clause, he
Environment and Natural Resources Di- saw little connection between air quality
vision of the U.S . Department of Justice, and the Commerce Clause and equated
. argued the EPA ' s position in Common- EPA ' s authority under the CAA as "enviwealth v. Browner to the Fourth Circuit ronmentalreconstruction ." According to
and introduced the federali sm concerns Thompson , the federal government ofinvo lving the CAA . . Kay Slaughter, an fers Virginia a false choice: it can incur
attorney with the Southern Environmen- substantial sanctions (loss offederal hightal Law Center, discussed her representa- way funds) or implement costly measures
tion of 12 citizens ' groups as intervenors before its SIP gains bPA approval.
in the case. Sl aughter compared the issue
Thompson drew sharp questions from
of public participation in environm ental an audience member who wondered
decision-making with the issue of race whether environmental ethics and justice
and school desegregation and said , " If would be compromised if air quality prowe ' re really serious about controllin g the tection was left to the states because polqu ality of our environment, we have to lution on the air currents do not recognize
give indi viduals the power to participate state boundaries. When asked if West
in the legal process ." In its 1996 session, Virginia were to allow industry to pollute
the Virginia General Assembly fin a lly and deteriorate Virgin ia' s air quality, what
passed a standing bill that would allow remedy would there be without some
persons demonstrating a potential injury minimum federal standards, Thompson
answered that such a scenario would not
to ch allenge a state permit
On the other side of the debate, David be realistic and, true to his textualist leanThompson , an associate with Cooper & ings, that we should not lose sight of the
Carv in in Washington , D.C. attacked fact that the Constitution does not give

the EPA the authority to act in this situation.
"
The issue of public participation irt the
National En v ironmen"tal Policy Act
(NEPA) was explored by professor William Murray Tabb from the University of
Oklahoma College of Law. The aim of
NEPA is to engage and inform the public
in federalagency decision-makingthrough
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
"Public participation is meant to be a
check on federal agencies and federal
power." A threshold determination of
whether a project would create a 'significant' environmental impact must be made,
however, before the full range of public
participation is allowed in a federal permitting process.
Professor LyndaButler moderated the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) panel
which addressed the 1996 amendments to
the Act and combined congressional and
EPA efforts to increase the safety of the
Nation ' s drinking water. William E. Cox ,
Professor of Civil Engi':leering at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, began the panel by summarizing the
emerging trends and changes in the evolution of the SDW-A. He identified the
increased emphasis on intergovernmental
relations inmanagementofdrinking water

quality as an important trend for federal ism concerns. The 1996 amendments to
the SDWA demonstrates a "cooperative
federalism" according to Cox. The federal
role is to set national standards for water
quality and the overall requirements and
policies for drinking water protection, while
the states are given the responsibility of
determining the day-io-day implementation of these standards and policies. The
1996 amendments established a revolving
loan fund to aid local governments, the
most common water supplier, in administering the SDWA. More importantly,
Congress increased the level of authorized spending for the SDWA which indicates a significant federal commitment to
protecting drinking water. Finally, more
discretionary authority at the state level
promotes flexibility for local water suppliers .
Larry Land, the Director of Policy
Development for the Virginia Association of Counties, voiced the concerns of
local governments about unfunded federal mandates. Local governments had
been very interested in the SDWA 1996
re-authorization and mos.thave responded
positively to the Act as amended. Now the
concern for V irginia localities is whether
See SYMPOSIUM on 11
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CLINTON from 7
of our towns and cities with his crime bill.
the government would have to be trimmed The Republicans can't stand it because
another 15 percent. What's next on the money was provided for such pork problock, Bob? Social security?
grams as "midnight" basketball. Well
President Clinton has worked tirelessly God forbid we give these kids something
to prevent criminals from getting assault to do?
rifles . I am the only liberal to admit this,
I guess it's better to let them play
but I was a merriber of the NRA until last pickup games without the supervision of
year. The President stood up to an orga- what, in most cities, are police officers.
nization that believes that cop killer bul- What unbelievable gall this man has trylets should remain available for sale.
ing to build better police-community relaThe President got the Brady bill passed tions, much better that we should lock
and, as a result, background checks are these children up for life after the streets
now required before anyone can purchase have claimed them.
a gun. This is good common sence, huntThe President fully supported the proers still hunt, target shooters still get to posal to increase the minimum wage.
shoot targets, and yes those interested in Could anyone really raise a family on
protecting their familie.s may still do that. $4.25 per hour? The Republicans and
Only now we know whether someone Bob Dole did not support it. Need I say
purchasing the gun is a felon.
more? Obviously the average working
Further, Clinton has helped put thou- American should be left to the generosity
sands ofmore police officers on the streets -of corporations. Though many compa-

SYMPOSIUM

from 10

the General Assembly will authorize an adequate state share of
matching funds to take full advantage of federal fmancial assistance.
As a representative of the federal perspective , Philip C.
Metzger, Chief Policy Counsel
in the Office of Water at EPA
saidthattheSDWA 1996 amendments promoted a "realistic federalism." It is appropriate to set
national standards for drinking
water because "all Americans
expect safe drinking water" and

. cate funds to looking for, and
solving, more realistic drinking
water problems.
Professor A. Dan Tarlock of
the Chicago-Kent College ofL-aw
also cited the movement away
from e'l,uating " safe" water with
"zero-risk" water as a significant
federalism concern. Because the
re-authorized SDWA addresses
the problem of unnecessary risk
assessment, Tarlock thinks states
will now be able to followarule of
reason in implementing drinking
water protection programs.
Professor Ronald Rosenberg

the \'euera.\ g,ovemment '-'i"> be'i">t

mouerateU the nna\ -panel which

situated to establish national standards, while the states are the
best place to determine how to
make those standards work. The
amendments to the SDWA shifts
the emphasis from insisting on
"remote- risk reduction" to reducing the risks posed by the
major known contaminants. This
is significant to Metzger because
the marginal benefits of pursuing remote-risk are negligible.
Now local governments can dedi-

focused on the Clinton Administration initiative introduced in
January 1995 to promote the redevelopment of industrial properties known as Brownfields. The
EPA defines Brownfields as
"abandoned, idled or under-used
industrial and commercial properties where expansion or redevelopment is complicated by real
or perceived environmental contamination." EPA Principal
Deputy assistant administrator

nies are recording record profits while ment-finally and our trade deficit is beginning to look better.
canning half the work ·force.
The President's record is great, yes I
President Clinton is the education
President. The President has fought to don' t agree with it all, and some ofit gives
keep the Department of Education a Cabi- . me heart burn, but Clinton is the best man
net post. Along with Vice-President Al for the job. He has earned his right to be
Gore they have worked to build partner- rehired.
PS: As a side note I will predict that
ships between the local and federal govClinton
wins the election 55 percent to 40
ernments and corporations. They have
worked towards having the Nation 's percent with the guy with the ears in third
schools join the 21 st century on the at 5 percent. That the Democrats will
Internet. This is a!l part of the Goals 2000 reclaim the house by2-5 seats in razor-thin
races around the country and that the
program.
Finally, \t's the economy stupid. Com- Republicans will retain a 2-4 seat majorpared to 1992, things are much better. ity in the Senate.
Upsets of the week: Helms loses,
Last month, first time applications for
unemployment fell by 22,000. The Mark Warner gets 40 percent of the vote.
Key Close Calls: Kerry of Mass. will
economy has been growing at around two
percent a year for the Clinton administra- squeeze by Weld; the Tourch in New
tion, at that rate the economy doubles Jersey over Zimmer.
See it coming a mile away: Muldoon
every 25 years or so. NAFTA was passed
and the US has accepted the GAIT agree- will lose a close one to Boucher, 60-40.

cated maintaining a strong federal oversight role in Browilfields
redevelopment to address concerns that state or local cleanup
and redevelopment standards
may not be stringent enough to
maintain the public health.
The symposium was organized by Ramona Sein (3L) and
Michelle Colitsas (2L) under the
direction of Professor Lynda
Butler, faculty advisor to the Review. The Environmental Law
and Policy Review symposium
was sponsored by generous
grants from the Virginia Envicleanup and redevelopment.
of the advantag,es that an urban ronmental Endowment, the VirAs background for his talk, setting provides such as proxim- ginia Foundation for the
professor Robert Abrams of ity to mass transportation, a work Humanities and Public Policy,
Wayne State University School force in need of employment and the law school. The presenof Law displayed slide images of opportunities, and federal rede- tations given by Professors
Brownfields in Detroit,. Michi- velopment incentives.
Abrams, Buzbee, Cox, Tabb, and
gan. For those who thought that
Emory University School of Tarlock will be published in a
they had never seen a Brownfield, Law associate professor William symposium issue of the Review
they might have been surprised Wade Buzbee supported the as the Winter 1997 issue.
to realize that the abandoned lots partnership between federal and
they ' ve seen in inner-cities may state/local governments to idenactually be Brownfields. Profes- tify and address the barriers to
sor Abrams initially questioned the clean up and redevelopment
the chances for successful rede- of Brownfields. Buzbee advo-

Timothy Fields described the velopment of contaminated inagency' s ~fforts to encourage ner-city properties because of the
persons to buy and sell contami- relatively high costs associated
nated property by removing sites with such redevelopment as they
from its Superfund list of poten- compare to the much less expentially contaminated sites. One sive development ofGreen fields,
federal redevelopment incentive pristine land usually located in
IS EPA ' s guidance on prospec- the suburbs. Abrams also cited
tive purchaser agreements which state laws that mirror the federal
seeks to eliminate problems of Comprehensive Environmental
retroactive liability for purchas- Response, Compensation, and
ers of contaminated sites. Sev- Liability Act (CERCLA) as obenty-six EPA pilot grants of stacles to Brownfields redevel$200,000 each have also. been opment. Ultimately he concluded
redevelopment
of
awarded to states and localities that
for promoting environmental Brown fields can succeed because
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Cy'nical Guy Sounds Off
Well, Grogan backed out on me again.
He said he had more important things to
attend to than voicing his complaints about
a bunch of borderline neurotic, astoundingly anal, and superbly boring law students. Hey, he ' s a dog, and entitled to his
opinions whether we agree with him or
not. The niore I think about it though, the
more I tend to see his point. From an
outside point of view, the lives of law
students must be pretty bizarre. Although
I couldn't get him to write my column this
week, 1 did get him to tell me what he
meant .. ..
"Well," he said, "I don't 'know what
goes on when you' re actually at school
(truth be told, neither do most of us), but
when you are at home, you' re a nut."
" Whatdo you mean?" I naively asked.
" Oh come on, you come home mumbling about meaningless junk in Latin,
making no sense at all, and furiously
flipping through books that you never
seem to understand!"
" But that's the law," I pitifully replied.
" Remind me never to hire you." ( I
think he was being sarcastic.)
" Hey, try to keep in mind who feeds

• •

you every day," 1 countered.
:'Every day nothing. I'm lucky if you
remember twice a week, and at least twice
in the past year you've locked yourself in
yourroom fortwo weeks at a time. Emerging Occasionally, looking like Aunt Martha
on a bad day, only to make coffee andthe
whole time completely forgetting to feed
me, play with me, or take me for a walk."
"Hey, fmals are tough . . . and Aunt
Martha looks much better since the surgery."
"Starvation is tough, too; and Aunt
Martha is uglier than roadkill."
"All right," I said, desperately trying
to change the subject and assua:ge my
guilt, " but! always have weekends off to
play with you and go for long walks."
"Sure, in a perfect world. As it is,
y ou're so hung over on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday mornings that last year ·you
taught me how to fetch Advil . .. from the
store!"
"Well, we law students like to blow off
steam, relax a little, unwind. And besides,
I don' t drink that much ."
"You don' t drink that much ?! The last
mosquito that got some of your blood

Corner:
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The Dealers of Marshall-Wythe - .
I 1

I A fourth year law student who 1 1 Allegedly

I leans on a joint degree

justification for his protracted
stay at M-W, John classifies ·
himself as the "most hated
person in the law schooL"
John hoped to brighten his
futures by becoming a dealer
of something other than that
which has earned him the
nefarious reputation . . Rumor
has it that the only things
John brightened were the
bank balances of the players
at his table.
.
1

._---------_

..

. 1 I
1 A fashion statement good
1 throughout the ages,. Jim

a full-fleged I
"VIRGINian" and the origi- I
nal Jane Hoya, the possi- I
bility of interacting with so 1
much cash intimidated 1
Francine who continuously 1
proclaims her inabili1y- . to :
"Deal." A goddess of Production, Francine naively:
thought she could avoid 1
slander in the Amicus .by I
joining the Editorial Board - 1
Silly girl, who do you think 1
we go after first?
1

Out

abroad/exchange information.
·Princeton Review: The Multistate Bar
.Center for Computer-Assisted Legal Exam (http://www.reviewcomltextllaw/
Instruction (http ://www.cali.org). Writ- mbelintro.htmf) . Information about the
ing competition, technical support, and a MBE . and Princeton Review ' s prep
lot ofadvertisements for its Student CD- courses.
ROM package.
. Practising (Yes , this is howie's spelled)
'National Conference ofBar examin- LawInstitute (http://www.pli.edu} . Memers (http://www.barexam.org) . This could bership and training information.
be an interesting s!te, if it said more than
.Casenotes Publishing Co., Inc. (http :!
" The National Conference of Bar Exam- /www.casenotes. com). Online product
iners page is not currently available." list, ordering capability for bookstores
Watch this space for more developments. only.
·BAR/BRI (http://www. barbri.com) .
· Em a nuel Law Outlines (http://
Bar review course information, Bar exam emanuel. com) . Check out the product
information, MPRE information, and the list, see what new products are coming for
scoop on BarBri ' s law school programs. next year, and even order your study aids
. We st
B ar R ev ie w
(h ttp :// online.
.
www.barreview.com). State bar require· We s t
P ub lish ing . (h ttp ://
ments, general course overview, and reg- www.westpub.com). Generic West Pubistration information. See also, http:// lishing home page with links to all of its
www. lawschool .comlwestbar.htm.
many law-related ventures.

r-----------,
r-----------,
r-----------,
I
I 1 Francine Friedman
Jim Scoff
I I
I
JohnOsbome

Ooops.
What followed is, to say the least,
unprintable, but it involved a lot of yelling, some snarling, and ended with a
quick bite to the leg. I didn ' t bite him too
hard though, and he got me back the next
day by chewing up one shoe out of each
pair I own.
This discussion with Grogan made me
realize how different, and difficult, law
students must be to understand, not to
mention to live with. I really feel sorry for
Grogan . He is a dog. He never yells, never
asks where I've been all day (or all night),
doesn' t ask whose lipstick is on my shirt
or how much I have had to drink. He gives
unconditional love. He always greets me
at the door when I get home w ith a wagging tail, hopeful eyes, and that adorable
Golden Retriever smile. He brings the
ball back every time I throw it and he tries
not to slobber on it too much. As much as
he can be neglected and forgotten during
law school, he is still there and still happy
to have me around. That makes me feel a
little guilty, but it also makes me thank
God that I have a dog .. . who else would
ever put up with this?

T echnolo.gy

ware to do your search.
By Alison Rosenstengel
·Westlaw (http://www.westpub.coml
Being buried under the mid-semester
workload, as I'm sure the rest of you are, WLA WInfo/ wlawhome. htm). Again, cusand not wanting to think about fmals yet, tomer service and promotional materials
as I'm sure none of you do, I decided to are available through West Publisb.ing's
postpone writing about exam guides, out- Westlaw site, but use Westlaw software to
lines, and study resources. Instead, check use the service.
·Phi
Alpha
Delta
(http ://
out some of the web pages sponsored by
your favorite law-related organizations: . www.padorg) . Member services, public
'American Bar Association (http:// service center, events calender, and chapwww.abanet.org) . Events, information, ter locator. (In all fairness, I did try to
education, and even the ABA Store are locate a Phi Delta Phi homepage, but was
linked to the ABA ' s home page. Check unsuccessful. )
'National Black Law Students Assoout the extensive list of legal resources
ciation (http: wwW.tc. umn. edulnlhome/
online under LA Wlink(tm).
'L ex is-Nexis (http ://w ww. le~ is gOI5/blsa/blsa.htm/) . History, directory,
nexis.com) . Customer Service is avail- newsletter, and national programs.
-International Law Students Associaable via the web page, but you need to
tion
(http://www.kentlaw.edulilsa). Conestablish a telnet session (use the " Conferences,
membership information, moot
nect" button on the menu bar or telnet
court
competition,
chapters, and study
lexis.meaddata.com) or use Lexis soft-

TRADING CARDS:

flew straight into a wall! Your doctor
called last week to ask for a new blood
Sample because the last one fermented on
the way to the lab! Your answer to the
question ' what size do you take ' is 'a
fifth'! "
"That' s not fair. After all, the doctor
said that one drink a day is good for my
heart," I cleverly protested.
"I don' t think he meant one keg! "
"He never specified the size of the
drink."
"You're definitely going into the right
profession."
"O .K. So I don't give you a lot of
attention and maybe go a little overboard
on the booze, but what is so crazy about
that ?" I asked, again trying to steer the
conversation away from these damaging ·
accusations (O.K. , truths).
" Well, (or one thing, you argue all the
time ."
"That's one of the biggest things that
lawyers do!" I insisted, feeling confident
that I had him on this one.
" You argue with yourself."
"It' s good practice," I return smugly.
"You don't always win ."

looked ravishing in his Arctic
attire accented by the formal Scott plaid. Active on
the "Tight" side of local
politics, Jim seemed more
thon comfortable · denying
charitable donations of chips
to the less successful players
at his table, often lamenting
about the role such freeloaders have played in driving our county to the
Democrats .

r-----------,

I
I I
I I

DeanK
The Dean entered the
evening's festivities wholly
prepared to lose his shirt at
table - an admirablE? feat if
he hadn't a lready lost all
fashion sense while getting
dressed at home. Ever the
consummate gentleman and
astute leader, the Dean insured financ ial success for
the school in · the coming
years by imparting the "sec rets of successful Blackjack
the scores of impressionable
minds whic h surrounded him.
U

I
1
I

I·
1
1
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Music for the Masses

New Nirvana Music Proves Cobain Gone, Not Forgotten
By Dov Szego
A few weeks ago my, roommates and I were watching TV/
studying! talking in the living
room . One ofth'e m was channelsurfing, and she flipped onto
eMpTyVee just in time to see the
live video for Nirvana's "Aneurysm" come on. Being a Deadhead, she tried to rush past. The
other roommate and I vehemently objected, and fmally she
returned to that despicable channel to preserve the peace.
After a few minutes of watching and listening intently, the
roommate who actually likes
some good music said (basically),
"I don' t care what anyone says,
or how big they got, Nirvana is a
good balld," to which I agreed.

The chances of me agreeing with
either of my roommates about
music (or anything else) is almost ridiculously slim. (These
people watch and like
eMpTyVee, and they even
choose to sit through legalized
prostitution in the form of that
inane show " Singled Out.")
We then launched into a discussion of the band, and then
went onto suicide and all the
other things one ends up talking
about when discussing Nirvana.
There was a point to this anecdote, but I lost it somewhere. Oh
yeah, everyone likes Nirvana.
Nirvana was defmitely a good
band. They formalized the fall
of the 80's glam era, knocked
Michael Jackson (and Garth

Brooks) 'o ff the top of the Bill- med!a, and a semi-psychotic wife
board charts, and brought the who arguably already has been.
underground to light in "creat- " Unfortunately, From the
ing" the grunge movement with Muddy Banks oj the Wishkah,
1991 's Nevermind. They made which is likely to be the band's
pop-punk an icon with last official release ever, is more
Incesticide (which is not really an insult to the band than a triban album but a collection of ute. Six of the 17 songs here
archived and out-take stuff), have videos of one form or anhelped to make "punk" a house- other, all of the songs have been
hold word (Cobain co-starred in previously released. I kTIow of at
the B-movie "The Year Punk least 3 songs that have been reBroke." Gak!), and finally, with leased elsewhere that are not
In Utero, showed with In Utero available on any domestic althat such a band could be a quite- bums; these are conspicuously
a-few hit wonder.
absent.
Then Cobain decided itwould
Even worse, the tapes used
be a good idea to decorate a wall for the mastering are pathetic; I
with bis brains, leaving behind have bootlegs of some· of the
an infant daughter who will one shows from which the tracks were
day be driven to ax murder by the 'taken, and the bootlegs are better

recordings.
For the most part, Wishah is a
transparent attempt by DGC to
continue cashing in on the band,
which is, incidentally, exactly
the policy that killed Cobain in
the first place. Funny how that
'works, isn't it?
If you need to own all of
Nirvana's stuff, or are tired of
the old recordings, go ahead and
buy this. If not, the recordings '
suck, the songs sound the same
as they did from the studio, and
DGC doesn' t need the money.
Getthe new Descendents in·stead.
Incidentally, the Wishkah is
a river that runs through the logging town of Aberdeen, Washington, where Cobain is from,
where he and Novoselic met.

Students Speak On /1onor Code Issue
make such a recommendation. Rather, we recommend that ifthe College is to move to a unified system
of honor, the process of its creation and adoption should reflect the student-run nature of the honor system
it purports to create. We sfi:ongly believe that for an honor system at the College to achieve the necessary
level of legitimacy and supremacy for it to be effective, it must be designed by the students in a manner
which reflects their vision of honor.
.
- The College Task Force on the Proposed Unified Honor System

Wl1llamsbul1l CI"C)sslnlt
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The Concert Corner
By Dave Mincer
I warned all of you to go to the Soul Coughing show! It was great. The band only played
for a little over an hour, but they let us come backstage and talk with them for another hour
after it was over. They were pretty cool guys . The Abyss is probably the best venue for
a concert that I have ever seen. The room where the bands played was really small, and
smaller is definitely better. The architecture is Gothic, the dance floor/general admission
standing room is sunken-in just below the stage, and the sound system is pretty good . The
front part of the bar sells 99 cent drafts all the time. It also has a couple of pool tables so
that you can play while waiting for the band to come on. In addition, they serve great,
cheap, and greasy food (wings!). All of this for the entrance fee of only $7!
The upcoming Black Crowes and Smashing PUmpkins shows should be worthwhile. All tickets can be purchased by charge at 671-8100. Prices at the door will be
slightly higher. For more information, call the Flood Zone at (804) 643-1117, the Boat
House at (804) 622-6395 , the Miller Concert Line at (804) 622-3619, or the Cellar Door
Concert Line at (804) 463 -7625.

Large Microbrewery
Selection
11

Pool

Tables

Here is a calendar of upcoming shows:

Damn

Good Food!!!

SEND IN THE CLOWNS .

Sun., Nov. 3:
Tues., Nov. 5:

•

Don-T rORGET TO YOTE
nEXT TU ESDAY.· nOYEmBER 5

Thurs., Nov. 7:
Fri., Nov. 8:
Sat. Nov. 9:
Mon., Nov. II:
Sun., Nov. 17:
Fri. , Nov. 22: ,
Tues., Dec. 3:

The Roots @The Boathouse
Dishwalla, The Refreshments, and Chalk Farm @The Boat
house
Crash Test Dummies @The Boathouse
Marilyn Manson, NY Loose @The Boathouse
'Smashing Pumpkins and Garbage @The Richmond Coliseum
The Black Crowes @The Boathouse
Nada Surf @The Abyss
No Doubt, Shelter, and Unwritten Law @The Boathouse
Sponge @The Abyss

,;
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Things to do on a Ranieri Day

Sleepers exceeds expectations; The Chamber is a Sleeper
By Lee Ranieri

SLEEPERS
Before seeing Sleepers, itis important
to know two facts about the book, written
by Lorenzo Carcaterra, upon which the
film is based. First, the book is supposedly a hot item right now among·the preadolescent boy market. This is not usually
a good omen. Second, as the commercials for Sleepers proudly announce, the
book is "controverSial." Apparently, it is
"controversial" in the sense that Mr.
Carcaterra was lying through his teeth
when he labeled it non-fiction. Despite
all of these flashing warning signs, however, Sleepers was surprisingly interesting.
In a nutshell, Sleepers is about four
boys growing up in Hell's Kitchen in New
York City in the 1960's. Much time and
energy are devoted to the idea that their
neighborhood is basically one big extended family. The members of this extended family are tightly knit, from the
priest-Father Bobby (Robert DeNiro), to
the mobster - King Benny. The friendships formed are "thicker than blood," we
are told, although I'm not sure what this
really means. For the most part, though,
the film does an admirable job of not
presenting the locals as caricatures: Father Bobby isn't a paragon of virtue, and
King Benny is kind of a nice guy. It's
precisely this moral ambiguity, however,

that makes the plot's ultimate resolution
possible.
Back to the boys. As eleven-year-olds
go, they aren't particularly destructive,
but eventually one of their pranks goes
awry and they accidentally crush a man
with a hpt dog cart: As punishment, the
boys are sent to a reform school upstate.
For the next year, they are subjected to
nightmarish physical and sexual torture at
the hands of sadistic guards, led by Kevin
Bacon's character Nokes. (Bacon, by the
way, is a much better actor now that he's
calmed down a little.) Traumatized and
ashamed, the boys decide to keep their
abuse a secret.
Eventually, the group grows up and
decides to reap what was sown. Fortunately, their revenge is not just a mindless
series of therapeutic beatings. Instead, it
is an unpleasant, grim, and occasionally
messy process interwoven with tht: code
of ethics of their upbringing. Particularly
effective are the courtroom scenes
(scripted much more convincingly than
those in The Chamber - but more about
that later) and DeN iro' s role in the resolution. Despite a fmal scene that was somewhat cheesy, Sleepers stayed fresh for its
entire two hours.
Rating: .. * (out offour)

THE CHAMBER
Assuming that it would be some sort

of ethics violation not to review a John strategy ofchoice is amateur sleuthing for
Grisham movie in a law school newspa- mysterious plots, federal habeas appeals
per, I went to see The Chamber, against not being good cinema Excited yet?
Evil Sam is, ofcourse, played by Gene
my better judgment. Unfortunately, I
can't report any pleasant surprises. Notto Hackman, which means that he will become a sympathetic character by the end
say that there weren't any surprises of the film, and sure enough he does.
just not pleasant ones.
The Chamber was essentially a re- Hackman is such a good actor, though, he
make of A Time to Kill; except that this deserves better than getting typecast as
time the client was the bad guy. The rest the bad guy in his more recent films.
The Chamber would have been more
of it was familiar ground: young attorney
takes on racists and the system ~ the deep . interesting ifit wasn't just a're-tread ofthe
South, gets beaten up by the Klan, goes themes that Grisham battle-axed inA Time
through a lot of soul-searching, and s~ to Kill. Which isn't to say that The Chamforth. Instead of the much more amusing ber ,isn't entertaining. Personally, Ifound
Matthew McConaughy, the young ideal- it very entertaining to play Count the
istic attorney is played by Chris 0' Donnell, Ethical Violations, or, when I got bored
whose acting was about as animated as with that, Count the Gratuitous Racial
Tax class.
Slurs Thrown in for Shoek Value.
As a new associate at a big Chicago
Rating: * Yz
firm, ' Chris decides it would be a swell
career move to spend a few months in Video Pick of the Week: FEED
Mississippi, working pro bono on his racSince the election is less than two
ist grandfather's death row appeals. Back weeks away, why don't you get in the
in the 60's, the grandfather, Sam Cayhall, civic spirit? Feed is billed as a comedy,
was convicted of murdering a Jewishcivil but is really more of a documentary about
rights attorney and his two sons by blow- the 1992 election. The title refers to the
ing up the man's office. Sam's appeals footage of politicians when they're sitting
have been dragging on for a few decades around waiting to go on air. Their true
now, and have just about run out. In order colors can be funny and horrifying, often
to make a connection with his past, or at the same time.
If youTre more interested in Hallowreconcile his irmer turmoil, or for some
other boring reason, O'Donnell decides een than the election, see The JVightmare
to jump in and save the day. Ofcourse, his Before Christmas.
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By Robert Lettington
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I admit it. I'm a caffeine addict. There is no way I can go the
distance in my 8:30 class without it. Personally, I think the only
ones who can are those who wer.e against moving it to 9. It's just
, not healthy to be in class two hours before civilized people have
breakfast. Anyway, I stagger in with most ofmy body screaming
to go back to bed the other day, only to fmd that someone has
mysteriously raised the price ofa soda by 5 cents in the night. No
warning, no discussion, just "Coca-Cola 60¢ . .. This woke me
up with a start and the rusty wheels upstairs began to click and
whir. Who was behind this tomfoolery? What did it mean?
Don't tell me there's a world Coke shortage or that somebody
has been buying up all the supplies to corner the market. No, far
too simple.
The SBA elections are all over now. Is it the oldest politicians' trick? We are promised free money for all and a quick trip
, to Eden and then, when the votes are cast, life is suddenly much
more expensive due to the "market economy" so we need a big
tax raise. No, again, not possible - the only visible thing they
do is tell us where to drink beer on Thursday nights (not that I
object to that, a good Guinness and a cigar with the boys is quite
agreeable).
Maybe it was the evil warning of the Godfather' s henchman
coming true ~ I was approached at the Fall from Grace by
unknown, shall we call him Luca BrazZi., who reliably informed
me that I ought to stop writing these articles as I was "interfering
in William & Mary politics." Maybe five cents on a Coke was
his version ofa horse's head in my bed. Unfortunately, not even
~ this seemed to fit - only he thought he had that much influence

an:

or intimidation ability. A good way to get yourself in the paper,
though.
I suddenly realized tbat I was missing the bigger picture
altogether. Madonna has a perfectly normal baby on the very day
we were informed who our Judicial Council members would benobody asked my opinion about either and by sheer luck both
worked out all right. (That sounds a little arrogant doesn't it?
Well call mean ignorant fool, but I have the print, you don't, and
I don't care.) Madonna needs money to do something to her baby
to make it look weird before the press sees it, the Judicial Council
needs a power play justto show what it can do, and Bob Dole needs
several billion dollars to make his tax plan make any sense
whatsoever (did he never learn his multiplication tables, or for that
matter adding and subtracting), hence a 5¢ raise on the price of
Coke which makes gazillions of dollars every second.
Of course it all goes much deeper than this, Bill Clinton needs
to divert attention from his inhaling nothing whatsoever and,
being a Democrat, he has an interest in neuroses. So when we all
run to shrinks because we can't afford caffeine anymore, Bob
Dole and Madonna will get nothing from Coke, while Bill will get
all his legal bills paid for by, the shrinks. Hopefully I'll be the
lawyer who gets paid, so then I'll be able to afford caffeine again.
So maybe I'm actually behind it all and it's such a devious plan
that not even I knew it !
But, then again, we'all know I'm not that smart; or at least I'm
usually slightly befuddled .in Paul's, so it must be the French,
because ~ey don't like such uncultural things as Coke. Besides,
everything that's annoying usually has something to do with the~

CAFE from 6
streets, I found Lombardy and
parked.
We were greeted at the door
and shown to a small table in the
comer of the dimly candle-lit
restaurant.
Westartedoffwithsomewine
and bread and ordered an appetizer of fried breadcrumbcovered balls of risotto, stuffed
with mozzarella, served with a
homemade hearty tomato sauce
with chunks of tomatoes, pepper, and onions. It was delicious.
For our entree, we both ordered
pasta. Their pastas are' homemade and incredibly good. I had
the homemade rotini with the
bolognese sauce. The bolognese
sauce is a light tomato-based
sauce with ground meat, ham,
and finely chopped vegetables.
The ham gives the sauce a slightly
salty flavor - fantastic. My
friend ordered the cheese ravioli
with the bolognese sauce. The
ravioli were delicate yet hearty,
the hot cheese oozing out of the
homemade pasta pockets - unbelievable.
'
I'm ofJhe beliefthat each one
of us has a separate stomach for
dessert. In fact, in my family, a
. dinner is not complete without
dessert and coffee. Naturally,
See DINNER on 19
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October U-November 3
November 1-3
~
Publick Times: The City of Williamsburg became the center ofattention during twice Men's Tennis: Tribe Indoors.
yearly meetings of the General Court. Re-enactments, concerts, balls, a thriving ·
marketplace, and other activities recreate the hustle and bustle of Publick Times. Call Sunday, November 3
800-246-2099.
5k Ambulance Chase: Support PSF and get some exercise. $10 registration fee gets
you a gTe&t T-shirt. .Registration begins October 28 in the lobby. Run begins 9 a.m . at
Monday, October 18
the Rec Center.
M-W Scholar in Residence: Jerry L. Mashaw, Sterling Professor at Yale Law School
delivers a colloquium on Rational Choice Theories in Issues of Public Law at 12:15 Saturday, November 2
p.m. in the Cottage.
Tribe Football: v. Delaware, 1 p.m.
FJeld Hockey: v. Princeton, 12 noon.
~lass Registration: Remember to register your schedule for next semester.
HalloweeoCandygram: BLSA is selling Halloween candygrams in the law school Lobby
.
until October 30 for $1 each. Send them to all your friends.
Monday, November 4
Swim Meet: v. College of Charleston, 4 p.m.
Tuesday, October 29
Men's BaSKetball: Converse All-Stars (Exhibition Game) 7:30 p.m.
~
Careers in International Law: 3:00 p.m ., Room 127.
Fan Intramural Sports: last day for bowling entries.
Women's Soccer: v. Old Dominion, 7:30 p.m.
Blood Drive: The American Red Cross Bloodmobile will be at 300 Newport Ave. from Tuesday, November 5
9:30 a.m. until I :30 p.m. Sponsored by LSIC.
Men's Soccer: v. East Carolina, 7:30 p.m.
Election Day: Remember to cast your vote for the next President of the United.States.
Wednesday, October 30
Fall Intramural Sports: Bowlingtournament.
M-W Scholar in Residence: Jerry L. Mashaw, Sterling Professor at Yale Law School
speaks on Civic Republicanism and Legal Theory at 12: 15 p.m. in the Cottage.
WedneSday, November 6
Field Hockey: v. American, 4 p.m.
Annual Law School Soccer Tournament: Registration Deadline. Drop Team roster
Men's Soccer: v. VCU, 7:30 p.m.
in SBAoffice. Tournament takes place November 9 at Dillard Field. $10 per 6 person
Fall Intramural Sports: 3x3 Basketball entries close.
team with minimum of 2 women. Contact Rebecca Eichler for details.
Colonial Williamsburg Ghost Tour: Sponsored by the Law & the Arts Society. A
Halloween tour of Colonial Williamsburgs spookiest spots. $5, collected in advance Thursd~y, November 7
in law school lobby. Tour begins at 8 p.m.
Bar R-eview: Rockin' Robin 7-9 p.m. drink specials; 8 p.m. - midnightKaraoke.
Thursday, October 31 .
Halloween Costume Ban: 302 Griffm Ave. Dancing, beverages, other fun. Costume
required. 6 p.m.
, BarBri-SBA Social: Law School Patio, 3 - 5 p.m.
William & Mary Symphony Orchestra: Second Annual Halloween Benefit. The
orchestra win prov\de musical accompanUnent to two silent films: The Cabinet o/Dr.
Caligari and Don't Look Now. Admission is $5 at the door, $3 if in costume.
Commonwealth Hall, University Center, 7 p.m. Call 221-1089 for more information.

..,

Saturday, November 9
Annual Law School Soccer Tournament: Dillard Field, 6 member team with
minimum 2 women, $10 per team, contact Rebecca Eichler formore information.
Tribe Football: v. Massachusetts, I p.m.
Swim Meet: v. UNC- Wilmington, I p.m.
Sunday, November 10
Swim Meet: v. East Carolina University, I p.m.

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Deanna Griffith (lL) or the Amicus hanging file.
Entries }!lay include acti_V"i!i~s sponsored by law school organizations, main campus, orcoglmunity events.

)

How Far Should Executive Immunity Extend?
SUPREME from
Smolla did give solid examples
which would create a compelling need for the President to
participate in a civil suit, such as
a child custody case in which a
child's best interests were at
stake, as well as cases concerning health problems or destruction of property.
Finally, Smolla's argument
that requiring the President to
proceed with this suit would create an embarrassment of intern ational proportions for the office
ofthe United States' presidency,
the Constitution, and the Nation
was met by "Justice" Richard
Carelli, a journalist for the Associated Press. Carelli countered,
"Impeachment is no picnic and
the American public has survived
that."
To this, Smolla replied that
the Court must measure the regrettable sacrifice, namely time,
a plaintiff could be made to bear
against the severe damage sl,lch

a suitwould cause the presidency, resolve the issue - granting aband that in doing so it is clear that solute immunity, no immunity,
the President is unique and the or limited immunity underwhich
loss would be greater for all in- the charge would be delayed until
volved if placed on the Clinton was no longer President.
President' s shoulders.
"Justice" Greenhouse . made
Michael Gerhardt's argu- her presence in the debate, statments for Paula Jones followed. ing that Jones had "ample opporBefpre the audience tuned in to tunity to sue the President" and
what Gerhardt was saying, they that she was the cause of her own
noticed how he was saying it. delay. Gerhardt responded "with
Gerhardt was soft-spoken and all due respect," that as long as
initially seemed uneasy behind the complaint was made within
the podium. The panel showed the statute oflimitations, even if
no mercy. Before Gerhardt fm- only as little as two hours before
ished his second sentence, "Jus- the limit, then the plaintiff had
tice" Spencer cut him off. responsibly performed all duties
Gerhardt had referred to "the required of her. To this, "Jusimmunity which Clinton seeks" tice" Savage asked if this suit
and Spencer immediately inter- would have been brought against
jected it wasn't an immunity but Bill Clinton, the Governor of Arsimply a delay which Clinton kansas, or if"we're seeing it because this is now Bill Clinton, the
sought.
In response, Gerhardt classi- . President of the United States?"
fied Clinton's petition as a "type Gerhardt, again with all due reof immunity," most probably re- spect, stated that he was not in a
ferring to one of the three ap- position to answer such a quesproaches the panel could use to tion and that he thought it was

irrelevant and improper to make
such inferences.
"Justice" Epstein jumped in
at this point, asking Gerhardt if
he truly thought it was improper
to make inferences as to a
complainant's motive. Gerhardt
swiftly responded that "at this
point it is inappropriate to jump
ah~ad." Epstein battled on, asking how Jones would be harmed
by a delay. Gerhardt logically
pointed out Jones' inability to
receive swift justice and the potential damage to Jones' case
caused by inefficient memories
and lost or mishandled evidence.
• At the close of these argu- '
ments, the panel took a ten minute
recess to deliberate (who says
justice isn't swift?) and returned
a 5-4 judgment in favor ofClinton.
Delivering the Court's opinion,
"Justice" Carelli stated that the
"litigation is on ice until the President is no longer President. We
recognize there may be a compelling case requiring the President

to participate in a civil suit, but
this case is not it." Justice Spencer added to the majority, stating
the decision was further
grounded in concerns for the functions of trial court, state, and federal judges. She argued that these
judges had "no business rearranging presidential responsibilities or imposing sanctions on the
President for missing a deposition."
The dissenting opinion, delivered by "Justice" Savage, argued that there was no need for a
blanket immunity lasting four or
eight years, and pointed out that
the President does .indeed sleep
and play golf. The dissent argued that depositions could go
forward and that it was not fair to
Jones to have to wait eight years.
Finally, the most observant "Justice" Harry Prince, a law professor at the University of Illinois,
joined the dissent, stating a "Bay ,
of Pigs or Gulf War doesn 't happen every day."
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MIKVA from 1
Mikva Consequently, judges tend to
consequently, can never be reached fully. make overzealous rulings in order to enMikva stated that lawyers should natu- sure a correct decision.
rally fear the courtroom. That fear never
Finally, Mikva noted that the United
goes away, nor should it. If an attorney States is the only western democracy that
ever feels completely comfortable in a still practices the death penalty. Because
courtroom, then she should considerleav- it doesn't deter crime, it should be aboling. Mikva stated that while the fear ished.
never goes away, attorneys can and do
Mikva imparted advice to law stumanage and control it.
.
dents never forget why you went to law
Mikva stands opposed to recent tort school. Most law students don'tgoto law
reform proposals. Having spentten years school for the money, but this changes
in state government, Mikva strongly be- when one leaves and large debts, coupled
lieves in states' rights. Tort reform is with the acquisitive itch, beocome overproperly left to the states. " Brandeis was whelming. He said that students forget
right when he said that the federal system about fighting for justice, and concentrate
allows fifty social labs," stated Mikva. .
on billable hours. Remember, there are
Mikva also opposes the death penalty, other ingredients to law school than the
although his clericship with Justice Minton amount of money you can potentially
helped explain its purpose for him. Not- earn at the end.
ing that Minton poured over the death
Judge Mikva was honored at a lunpenalty cases, he said that Minton never cheon on Thursday, October 10, where he
once voted to overturn one.
received the Carter Lowance A ward. Prior
" When you are the last person be- recipients of this honor have been Chief
tween life and death, you had better make Justice Rehnquist, Justice _Powell, and
damn sure you are right," commented Fred Graham of Court TV.

Crime

Rate

CRIMINOLOOY from 4 .
creasing manpower.
When asked about the government's
role in reducing the crime rate, Gottfredson
replied by asking, "What should the role of
the government be in raising children?"
Gottfredson did offer some suggestions.
First, because the crime rate is all but set for
the next decade, voters must free government from responsibility for it Second, we
should identify the next generation of
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"WestWeek was excellent'"
Graduate, Harvard Law School
"Prof. Moye is gifted .. He's talented and I envy his students."
Graduate, SI. John's U. School of Law •
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FOR INFOR"1.ATION ON WEST DAlt IlEViEW IN
VIRGINIA ANI) 01'IIEIl STATES Oil FOil U":l'AII.S
ON IIECOMING A IU:I', CAI.I, (800)693-7822.

"West Bar Review is a great course:"
Graduate, Univ. Of Texas School of Law

"I will be recommending West to every 3rd year student 1
know'"
Graduate, Duquesne Law School
West Bar Review was "bencr" than the other bar review
• course.
Graduate, Texas Wesleyan School of Law

Overall, I couJdo't be more pleased. Pasa or fail, my
recommendation will not change. Listening to people talk at
the bar exam, the West name was spoken often and with praise,
always."
Graduate, Sl Mary's School of Law

The \\TiUen I~)ll~ials are "very well organized
/
nnd to the POIOI.
Gradua.e, New England School of Law
, .,
"The software was great." _

.Graduate, lJniv. Of Alabama School of Law
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John Moye "is the god of contracls."
uraduale,lJickill$on Law School

biz. He was very clear and entertaining at the Same time."
Graduate, Suffolk L~w School

WhM~

inglllCient

The written materials were "excellent; easy to follow."
Graduate. Jolm Marshall Law School -

"Dean Robert Scott [of UV A) "should be in show

"ZT St1JnkMd

57 Cordon_

Ray Guzman's lectures were "Great! Funl Helpfull"
Graduate, Harvard .Law School

who
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currenc:y

"The course was areal. will usc aaain for addilional
-jurisdici ion -- later 011."
Graduate, Georgetown Law Cenler

chose the other courSe were behind when
"The poor folks
~ey started and-never caught up."
Graduate, St. Louis Univ.
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high risk youth. Third, governments must
design state-sponsored programs raise
those children and concentrate funding to
those programs.
Only through these steps will the country have the opportunity to lower the
crime rate.
Gottfredson is currently Vice-President of the University of Arizona and has
specialized in criminology for over twenty
years.
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Stitch - Center Sports /fighlights

D. C. United Snares Soccer League's Inaugural Title
By Mike "Stitch" Melis
D.C. is number one. Don'tgetme
wrong, D.C. has been number one in
various categories for a long time. For
example, according to my unofficial statistics, D .C. leads the Nation in murcfers,
crack addicts elected to positions oflead o
ership, and o.verweight joggers who could
start World War III if they wan'ted. However now D.C., along with every soccer
fan in America; has something to cheer
about.
Last Sunday, in front of34,643 fans in
Foxboro, Massachusetts, D.C. United beat
the L.A . Galaxy in an exciting come from
behind victory to become champions of
Major League Soccer's inaugural season.
In the championship game, D.C. found
itself down 2-0 in the second half to a
strong team from L.A. In addition, the
game was played on a muddy surface in
terrible conditions as four inches of rain
fell in 30 to 50 mph winds.
Led by star midfielder and play maker
Marco Etcheverry, however, the United
fought back with two goals in the second
half and a sudden death overtime goal to

win the game. The first D.C. goal was
scored on a header by Tony Sanneh off an
Etcheverry free kick. Nine minutes later,
Sean Medved corralled another Etcheverry
free kick to score the tying goal. Finally, it
was Etcheverry again, connecting with
Eddie Pope to win the game on another
header off a comer kick.
The championship game was a microcosm of the United' s season as a whole.
The United started the season losing six of
seven games. In addition, the United
dropped its first playoff game, forcing
them to face elimination in the next game.
Despite these setbacks, the team hung
tough, won five straight post season
games, and came through in the end.
Of course, the United had a lot going
for it, too. A solid core of international '
players combined with homegrown
American players (nine United players
played college soccer at UV A, by far the
top collegiate soccer program in the U.S.)
to provide the talent necessary to win. In
addition, under the leadership of Bruce
Arena (who builtUVA's program into the
juggernaut that it is today) D.C. imple-

mented an exciting, attacking style typi- people who play or played competitively
cal of Arena' s teams. Finally, the United in youth leagues and club teams, and
was supported by D.C. fans who cam.e out parents of players .
It is hard to. find the game exciting
in force to sUPl'ort their team enthusiastiwithout having actually played it. Howcally, especially in the playoffs.
What does this victory mean for D.C. ever, as more people grow up playing
sports fans? After being frustrated in soccer, more people will want to watch
recent years by the ' Skins, Bullets, and MLS, and as MLS becomes more popuCaps, D.C. fans finally have a champion lar, more kids will play soccer.
they can call their own. Not since the
So here are my humble predictions for
Redskins won the Superbowl in 1992 has the' future . D.C. is going to have at least
D.C. been home to a champion. In addi- one winning sports team in the D.C. United
tion, with the United's talent and Arena' s for years to come. In fact it won ' t be too
leadership, D.C. fans can reasonably ex- long before D.C. fans will be celebrating
pect the United to be a factor in MLS post another championship. MLS is looking
good, at least in the near future .
season competition for years to tome.
Furthermore, the championship game
If MLS can manage to carve its own
was a victory for American soccer fans in niche in the competitive American sports
general. What better way to end a suc- market and reach out to the casual Americessful inaugural MLS season than with .can sports fan , MLS will be around for a
an exciting 3-2 sudden death overtime while.
victory shown on national TV?
Furthermore, with or without MLS,
I'm not saying the MLS will join the soccer will continue to thrive at the youth
ranks of the NBA, NFL, MLB, or even the and collegiate level in the U.S.
In short, chances are you will one day
NHL anytime soon. Admittedly, soccer's
fan base has not spread to the general be picking up your kid from soccer pracsports fan and is still limited to immigrants, tice.

W&M SpOrts Roundup

A Mixed Bag of Results. for Tribe Tea·ms

- .....
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By Kristan Burch
Football
The Tribe has captured victories in two ofthe first three games
that it has played in October to
raise its record to ' 5-2 for the
season after beating Villanova
on Oct, 19.
The first of these wins came
Oct. 5 when W&M hosted New
Hampshire and came away from
the contest with a 31-7 victory.
The next week, the Tribe made its
way to Harrisonburg, Va., where
it was handed a loss by another
Yankee Conference rival, James
Madison. At Bridgeforth Stadium, a tight contest was fought,
but the Dukes proved victorious,
pullingouta26-21 win.
The Tribe has matched up
four times against New Hampshire, and it has yet to lose to the
Wildcats . . Last season, W&M
kept UNH scoreless, posting a
39-0 stomping in Durham, NH.
In this year's contest, the Tribe
was proud to hand the Wildcats
their fust loss of the season.
W&M dominated offensively
from the beginning of the contest, scoring 14 unanswered
points in the first quarter of play.
On its fust possession of the

game , tailback Alvin Porch
scored a touchdown for the Tribe
when he completed a nine-yard
run. For the afternoon, Porch
carried the ball for a total of 117
yards on 28 carries.
By halftime the Tribe had
taken a 21-7 lead. Their advantage was extended to 28-7 in the
third quarter when quarterback
Matt Cook sent the ball to wide
out Josb Wbipple for a 16-yard
pass and another W&M score.
The Tribe rounded out its scoring with a field goal in .t he fourth
quarter.
After an off-week from play,
the Tribe defense exploded out
of the gates against the Wildcats.
UNH had averaged 469 yards of
total offense a game until it faced
the Tribe in Zable StadiUm. The
Tribe held the Wildcats to a total
of 200 yards of offense, 100 of
those being rushing yards. The
W&M defense recorded seven
sacks and three interceptions for
the afternoon.
The following week, the Tribe
attempted to maintain atop the
Yankee Conference by defeating co· leader James Madison.
JMU had won five of the previous six match ups between.these

two interstate rivals, but W&M unable to handle. After recoverhoped to tum its luck around ing the ball, the Dukes drove
against the Dukes and keep pace down the field, and John Coursey
with the third conference leader nailed a 40-yard field goal to give
Villanova,
JMU a 23-21 lead in the fourth
W&M was the fust team to quarter. The Tribe was unable to
get on the scoreboard, scoring 14 -regain the lead again, and the
points in the first quarter. The Duke"5 fmally closed the door on
first score came off an 18-yard any W&M comeback hopes
pass from Cook to wide receiver when Coursey kicked another
David Conklin. The Tribe advan- fourth quarter field goal.
tage was raised to 7-0 after placeThe Tribe returned to its winkicker Brian Shallcross nailed ning ways Oct, 19 when it
the extra point. The next score of knocked off Villanova, 30-21 .
the afternoon came from safety Going into this game, the WildDarren Sbarperwho intercepted cats were No. 9 in the division
a Duke pass and ran 88 yards for and the only other undefeated
the touchdown.
team in the Yankee Conference
The Dukes responded quickly besides JMU.
The first quarter wru. domiin the sec.o nd quarter, scoring 14
points of their oWn to tie the nated by Villanova as the Wildscore at 14 at intermission. Cook cats took a 14 point lead. But
ran in the Tnoe's third score of W &M responded in the second
the afternoon, and with the extra quarter with 17 points to set the
point from Shallcross, W &M score at 17- 14 by halftime. Run-took a 21-14 lead in the third ning back Tony Harris and wide
quarter.
receiver Billy Commons both
The Dukes managed to keep scored for the Tribe , and
the game close as Tony Jordan Shallcross added two extra points
intercepted a Tribe throw and ran and a 23-yard field goal to round
94 yards to set the score at21-20. out W&M' s first half scoring.
After JMU ' s unsuccessful extra
The Tribe added two more
point, the . Dukes attempted an touchdowns in the third quarter
on-side kick which the Tribe was to solidify its lead over the Wild-

cats. After Villanova added seven
more points to its score, the W&M
scoring was rounded out by · a
touchdown from tailback Alvin
Porch.
W&M hosted Northeastern
for Homecoming at Zable Stadium on October 26.
Men's Soccer
During the first half of October, the Tribe has not lost a game,
leading to a 10-2- 1 record by
Oct. 19. Its fourth consecutive
victory was earned in its first
October contest, played on Oct.
2 against Loyola W&M's lone
goal of this 1-0 win against
Loyola was scored by Waugbn
Hugbes when he took a pass
from Jeff Dominguez in front of
the Loyola goal.
The next win came in another
contest at Busch Field when the
Tribe downed American, 4-1 , on
Oct. 5. ThisvictoryagainstArnerican earned Head Coach AI Albert
his 300th career win at W&M .
The five game winning streak
of the Tribe ·was broken when
the squad recorded a 2-2 decision against Howard on Oct. 9.
W &M made the score 2-1 by

See ROUNDUP on 19
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Turn Abou t Is More Than Fair Play For Briefs
By Exl,ilarNate Green
" When the going gets tough,
the tough get going," " It ain 't
over 'til the fat la.dy sings," "It' s
tough to keep a good man down,"
" If at first you don' t succeed, try
and try again," "A bird in the '
hand is worth two in the bush,"
"A stitch in time saves nine,"
etc., etc. There just aren' t enough
trite cliches to truly capture this
year's softball season for the Legal Br.iefs. The Briefs, last year's
Intramural Champions, had not
only a disappointing regular season, but a disgusting regular season. The Briefs, lead by captain
Joe if you want her, you can
Kiefer, finished the regular season by losing three straight and
fmishing tied for last place at 14. Thanks to a limited amount of
participation in the A league, the
Briefs, along with every other
team,. were invited to the postseason tournament.
In the first game .ofthe playoffs, the Briefs were matched up
against co-basement dweller, the
Rotisserie All-StarS. The Briefs
made every effort to come up
with the loss, blowing a five run
lead and walking both the tying
and winning batters in the bottom of the sixth, but some how
managed to pu\\ out the vi.ctory.
Call it fate, call it karma, call it

•

the Tribe came from two goals on the scoreboard as the Colonials
ROUNDUP from 14
came away with a 1-0 victory.
halftime after Hughes and Wade by Barrett and one by Hughes.
Barrett both found the net in the
This is the fITsttime in the'history
Women's Soccer
frrsthalf.
of the program that the Tribe has
After winning eight straight lost four consecutive contests in
The Bisons were able to tie
the game in the second half and, games, the Tribe got involved in a season. The lone goal of the
with seven minutes remaining in a different type of streak as they contest came in the second half
regulation, the match had to be lost five consecutive. contests of the game against Tribe goalcalled and declared a tie due to spanning from the end of Sep- keeper Michelle Horbaly. This
the storm which was raging tember to mid-October.
was Horbaly' s second straight
On Sept. 29, th'e fITst of these start in goal, and she recorded six
through Williamsburg.
The next two wins by the losses came to No.19 George saves against the Colonials.
Facing another ranked oppo- .
who
came
to
Tribe came against ranked Yan- Mason
kee Conference rivals. The fITst Williamsburg and took a 4-1 win nentOct.15,theTribefelltoNo.l8
North Carolina State, 2-1, in overwas when the Tribe took to the from the Tribe.
W &M then traveled to . time. W&M scored the fITst goal
road Oct. 12 to play No . 17
George Mason and recorded a 2- Durham, N.C. to compete in the of the contest but was unable to
o shutout. This was the fifth DukeAdidas Invitational in which fmd the net again.
W&M returned to the winstraight win that W &M has it lost to Duke and No.1 North
posted against the Patriots. Steve Carolina. For the Invitational, ning column when it played RichJolley and Nelson Warley were Whitney Paynter was awarded mond Oct. 20 and earned a 5-1 win.
the two scoring members of the all-tournament team honors while With this win, the Tribe advanced
Tribe squad. W&M returned to Erica Walsh won the MVP hon- its record to 10-6. Melissa Kenny
scored two Tribe goals, and the
Busch Fjeld Oct. 19 to face No.2 ors for the W&M team.
The Tribe faced George rest of the scoring came from
JMU and handed the Dukes a 3o decision. At the time, W&M Washington in anotherroad game Missy Wyciosky, Whitney Cali,
was ranked No.14. Scoring for on Oct. 9 but was unable to get and Lindsay Nobl.
CAFE from 15
we finished off the meal with
two ofCafe Di Pagliacci' s homemade desserts and coffee and
cappuccino. I had the raspberry
milk-chocolate torte and my
friend had the chocolate mousse

--

luck, or call it a blast of elimina- New York, the Briefs were forced left handside single, ObliterNate game of making it a law school
tion realization, but that lacklus- to go to their bench and bring in Green shot a line drive' into the sweep.
In volleyball, the Reservoir
ter performance would be the Greggy Tah McMurry ~nd centerfielder' s hip which ricoDave Copasulatio verborum cheted back to the shortstop, Dogs ended their season last
last for the Briefs.
In their next game, the Briefs indicat acceptatiomem in eodem holding Ducharme at third and weekend in the 1M tournament.
squared off against the number sensu. Both McMurry and Copas Green at second. Jimmy cracked Team captain Raggedy Andy
two seeded, Let' s Go Yard. Let's delivered key hits to help lift the corn and I don 't Kerry Hubers Larkin 'was no match for the
Go Yarc! was the team which had team to the win, forcing the Briefs came up with two outs and two team from VIMS, especially
begun the Briefs' journey ' to take a long look at their roster on and proceeded to drive a single since he was the only one who
through Loserland, with stops in to detennine whether Paul where into left center, scoring both showed. Absenteeism plagued
Slaughter City and God We were y ou when we needed y ou Green and Ducharme. The two the Dogs, who finished with a 2Sucks ville, but this was a new Carlino and Ken Maybebieu runs would prove to be all the 3 record for the season. Next
Briefs team. With a new dedica- don 't deserve a T-Shirt will be Briefs needed when, in the bot- year, the Dogs, led by Sister
tom of the fifth with Bombers on Karen Gore, will seek a playing
tion to getting hits rather than needed next year.
seeing just how far one can hit a
In the championship game, first and second with one out, a time otherthan Sunday evenings.
Looking ahead in law school
ball and still .fly out, the Briefs the Briefs were forced to con- long fly ball sent Ed h-e-double
were able to put some runs on the tend with the number one seeded Haugbeystickdeeptoleft With sports, both football and football
board and put together a four run Kappa Sig Bomb Squad, a team the runners preparing to tag, fans be ready. Next Saturday,
a.m±:n. Paul Carlino 's Way which had delivered the Briefs Haughey settled under the ball Nov. 2nd, there will be a flag
led the team with. four hits and third and most convincing loss, and after making the catch, threw football, American that is, tour- •
Jim McMahon on the run lead 15-4. The game was tight an absolute laser to Willmore at nament. The following Saturthe way with 3 RBI's. Shaky throughout as the Briefs, still third, easily beating the runner day, Nov. 9th, there will be a
defense and some poor pitching without Carlino and Mahieu, put for the inning-ending double soccer tournament for all of you
kept the game close, but in the on a defensive exhibition. Short- play. Rec. Sports director Joe European football fans. If you
end the Briefs were able to avenge stop Joe Kiefer and third baseman Tighe said it was the best throw are interested in either of these
the first of their losses and move Steve gone but not f orgotten he' s ever seen in 1M softball, and two tournaments, you can drop a
on to the next round.
Willmore were outstanding as itwas enough to propel the Briefs note in Nathan Green ' s (2L)
In the semi-fmals, the Briefs they closed down the left half of to their second straight 1M cham- hanging file.
again faced an opponent who the field . Pitcher Bill Snidow pionship. Next year they go for
Also remember that the 1M
had defeated them in the regular J ones Rep ort picked an oppor- the unprecedented three-peat.
flag football season has already
season. KappaSig'sOtherTeam, tune time to have his best game
Congratulations are also due begun, so all team captains please
which had previously beaten the of the season as he walked none', the team of I L guys who went all keep me updated on how your
Briefs 6-4, were no match for the forcing the Bomb Squad to hit to the way to the championship team is doing. The early season
Briefs this time around as the law the solid defense behind him.
game in the Men 's B League. favorites are Weber Sneezed in
schooljuggernautrolled over the
The scoring for the Briefs Danny Vaughn with the vind the Co-Rec division, and Lional
fratboys 8-1. Due to interest \n came in the fourth when, after a and Jeff tinny Timmers led the 'Hutzand the Law Talkin' Guys
that series being played up in Sean pass the Ducharme on the team which came within one in the Men's league.

cake. All I can say is yu.mmnim! I was out for the
count after that one.
As much as we ate during .
that meal, about a half-hour into
Big Night I was ready to go do it
allover again. My suggestion is

that you stuff yourself nearly to
death before you go see Big Night
and then bring some food into
the theater with you. Otherwise,
you'll be running for the exit for
tiramisu halfway through.
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